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Executive Summary

• For FY94, we request for Task A

FY94 operating budget*

Equipment funds for APEX
(pledged separately by DOE in FY93. See App. A)

O
Total

*This is increased from FY93 because of adding one graduate student (Jiri Moudry)
O and two Summer undergraduates (Megan Donahue and Andrew Scott) to APEX.
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Activities in FY93, Major Results To-Date

During the past year, Task A personnel participated significantly in four important •
areas:

I) Phenomenology of the hadronization process.

2) Simulation and equipment for a search for antiproton decay (APEX) in the FNAL
accumulator ring. Q

3) Analysis of strange meson and baryon production and correlations in PEP4/9 e+ e-
data.

4) CP and CPT phenomenology at a ¢ Factory. •

Important papers (potentially, seminal ones) have been published in (1 above) [Phys.
Letters 8-308, 153-162] and (4 above) [Phys. Rev. D45, 4088] above.

APEX (2 above) has been approved by FNAL to run in Spring-Summer 1994. Q

(1) Our study of the phenomenology of hadronization continues to progress in very
encouraging and exciting ways. The basic UCLA ansatz and its comparison with
data was published in Physics Letters B-308, 153-162 in July 1993 (see Appendix
E), in what we feel may be a seminal paper in understanding hadronization. The Q
basis of our ansatz fits nicely with conceptions of soft QCD: a narrow colortube
between quark and antiquark; an area law behavior in space-time. With only five
significant parameters, we describe virtually all measured rates, distributions, and
correlations amongst the many flavored mesons and baryons produced in e+e -
annihilations from Ecru _- 10 GeV to 91 GeV. A particularly striking result is S
the very close agreement between our prediction and the shape of the b-hadron
momentum spectrum measured at LEP at 91 GeV, which other models have not
been able to predict.

To compare our model with the very popular Lund model in the central hadroniza- O
tion stage as a quark/relativistic-colorfield-string/antiquark system evolves into
observed hadrons of various flavor and momentum:

The Lund model requires 9-11 parameters to describe light and heavy me-
son production and another 5 parameters to describe baryon production and
PT distributions. Basically, in this stage the Lund model is a "data-driven" •
phenomenology - it adds a new parameter for each significant new piece of
data.

The UCLA approach makes the hadronization process seem rather easy, nat-
ural, and straightforward. From a few plausible assumptions (mainly, the O
narrow colortube of QCD and an area law behavior in space-time), one de-
rives a fragmentation function as a hadronic production density of the form

2
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f(z) = N_1(1 - z)a(1 - rn2H/WZ)a e -bm_/z. This simple ansatz describes
all the light and heavy meson production (the simplest testing ground for a

• hadronization ansatz) with _ the 2 natural parameters "a" and "b". No
additional parameters are needed! To extend our studies into the more com-
plicated areas of baryon production and PT distributions presently requires
2-3 additional ad hoc parameters. We are proposing that our model be consid-
ered as a "fundamental" phenomenology; that is, one which in fact genuinely

• describes the physics occurring.

(2) Our Task, in conjunction with Thomas Muller, has joined a small collaboration to
probe the antiproton lifetime to the level of 107- 10g years. The rationale is as

g follows: The most likely explanation of the baryon excess in tile universal is a small
asymmetry in the decay of a heavy particle in the early universe which preferentially
decayed to quarks rather than antiquarks, followed by the annihilation of almost all
the antibaryons. If so, preserving CPT in decays would imply that the antiproton
lifetime is the same as the proton's, namely _> 1033 years. However, the small

• population of antiprotons could also be explained by a symmetric early universe
and a CPT violating antiproton lifetime of < 10s - 109 year. [In this scenario, the
antiproton lifetime must be significantly less than the age of the universe _ 101°
year, in order to have allowed the antiprotons to decay away.] A lifetime between
109 and 1033 year would imply both an early universe decay asymmetry and a CPT
violation in antiproton decay compared to proton decay, a very unlikely possibility.O
A collaboration called APEX (Steve Geer, FNAL Spokesman) has been formed
to put rather simple tracking and calorimeter equipment around the antiproton
accumulator beam pipe at FNAL, at a total equipment cost of _ $200-250K, in
order to look for the decay/5 __.e-Tr0. A test run in Spring 92 has already raised
the limit on the antiproton lifetime from tens of hours to ,-_103 years (App. C).O

APEX was proposed to FNAL in Winter 93 and met with a very warm and enthu-
siastic reception by both the FNAL director and its leadership personnel. APEX
was approved by FNAL (see Appendix D) in Spring 93 to run for 100 hours in
Spring-Summer 1994. This run will create no interference with Tevatron opera-

• tion and will probe the antiproton lifetime to a level of 106 - 107 years. Further
improvements a_ running time in the following 2 years could then push the limit
to 109 - 101° years and (if no signal is observed) close the window on the CPT-
violating scenario that antiprotons are rare because their lifetime is significantly
less than the age of universe and they have simply decayed away.

O

UCLA is playing a major role in APEX:

a) We are building the spaghetti scintillating fiber system to track the electron
in t5 _.. e-_r 0 decays. This, along with the calorimeter for _r° detection and a

Q background-suppressing very-high-vacuum tank in the antiproton accumulator
ring, form the heart of the experiment.

3
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b) We have the responsibility for the Monte Carlo simulation of signal and back-
ground events. This is being used to optimize the detector design for sig-

nal efficiency and for background rejection. Presently we are finding signal •
trigger efficiencies of 75-90% for decays inside our vacuum tank, handleable
background trigger rates of < 30/sec, and (tentatively) ultimate background
rejection compatible with a probe on the 10 6 -- 10 7 year level.

(3) James Oyang's thesis work analyzing PEP4/9 high-field data for strange baryon •
production and correlations is being condensed into one (long) paper, probably to
be submitted to Phys. Rev. D. The most important result is that, whereas rela-
tivisitc string models such as Lund and U CLA are compatible with all the data, a
simple cluster model such as Webber's gives much too strong a short range baryon-
antibaryon correlation and requires some sort of "softening" mechanism similar to •
the intermediate "popcorn" mesons possible between baryon and antibaryon in the
string models. Rick Berg (the last of UCLA's PEP4/9 thesis students) is analyz-
ing the PEP4/9 data which was taken with the addition of a strawtube vertex
chamber for strange meson and baryon production and correlations. He will pro-
vide the definitive PEP4/9 K0 and A production and spectra and also correlations •
amongst strange baryons which will further contribute to our understanding of
baryon production mechanisms.

(4) The paper [Phys. Rev. D45, 4088] (see App. F) produced by Buchanan, Cousins, Q
Dib, Peccei and Quackenbush appears to be emerging as a definitive "Bible" in the
area of what can be measured in the CP and CPT sector with a high luminosity
¢ factory, showing that a ¢ factory (with its very complex two-kaon interfering
system) is the only place where all the CP and CPT non-conserving amplitudes can

be uniquely measured. Buchanan and John Quackenbush (partially supported by D
Task A during FY92) were responsible for the detailed distribution and simulation
studies which were the basis for the conclusions formed in the paper.

O

O
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,. Department of Energy _ pp._: Washington,DC 20585

• _ JUL07 1993

Professor Charles Buchanan
• ProfessorThomas Muller

Dr. James Kolonko
Departmentof Physics
Universityof California
at Los Angeles

Los Angeles, California 90024

0
Dear Chuck, Tom, and Jim:

This is in reply to your letterof May 27, 1993, followingup on our phone
conversationof May 17, 1993, regardingsupplementalfunding for APEX
equipment.

D I am afraid that both of the statementsin your letter regardingthe
Departmentof Energy (DOE) intentionsare incorrect. The correct statementof
our plans is:

I) The DOE plans to provide$20,000of High Energy Physicsequipmentfunds
to Task A for the purchaseof equipmentfor the APEX experiment,as

• describedin the agreementbetween Fermilaband the participating
universitygroups. Contingenton the availabilityof funds, we are
planningto providethis amount in FY 1994, probably in conjunctionwith
the Universityof Californiaat Los Angeles (UCLA)High Energy Physics
Grant renewalaction. This will in no sense be a FY 1993 action.

• 2) The $20,000 in questionare equipmentfunds, not operatingfunds. They
are for the purchaseof equipmentthat is to become part of an
experimentsited at Fermilab. This $20,000 is not part of the operating
base of Task A in any fiscalor contractyear.

• 3) The contractyear 1993 operatinglevel (the "base")of Task A is
$190,000. At the time when we discusswith you the continuationof the
UCLA High Energy PhysicsGrant throughcontractyear 1994, this
operatinglevel may be adjusted,either up or down.

Sincerely,

-
JeffreyE. Mandula
PhysicsResearchBranch

• Divisionof High Energy Physics



Fermilab

,)
March 4, 1993

As the Committee noted, the impact of P-_68 on the Laboratory" must

Dr. Stephen Geer be minimal, and I encourage you to reduce costs wherever possible by using
MS 318 equipment that is available at the Laborator:," from expenments that have

either been dismantled or are now scheduled to be dismantled. Steve Holmes

Dear Steve: and I want to be assured that the changes to the Accumulator will not detract
from its performance. The burden of assessing the impact of the proposed

Thank you for your presentation of P-868 at the recent Physics changes will fall on your collaborators. I will schedule a brief review of the
Ad_-isory Committee (PAC) meeting. The PAC recommended Stage I experiment in earlv April. At that time I expect that all of these details will
approval of the first phase of P-868. for parasitic runmn_ dunn_ times at be resolved. I strongly recommend that you contact Steve Holmes so that
which stacking is not taking place in the latter half of Run Ib. I am pleased these Accumulator issues can be resolved quickly.

to accept theirrecommendation Stage I approval denotes approval of the scientific goals of the

The Committees comments follow: proposal. The next step is for a Memorandum of Understanding between you
and the Laborato_" to be prepared which specifies costs, impact on other

"The Committee heard a presentation on the results of the T- activities, and delineation of responsibilities. You should contact Carlos
861 test showing that they have successfully established a technique Hojvat of the Directors Office: he _hll help you develop the MOU. I hope this

- can be accomplished by the time of the April 23-25 PAC meeting so that
for extracting a limzt for _ _ no+ e using the E-760 calorzmeter. The Stage II (final} approval be granted at that time.
work of the collaboration in simulating the important beam gas
background _s impressive and lends confidence in theLr limit of r _ > Good luck!

439y * [BR ( _ _ z o + e )], which is three orders of magnitude better
than the present limit on rT> P-868 wants to improve this test result _mcerely ,
by yet another three orders of magnitude and this appears feasible
experzmentally. The interest In determining a limit for violation of

CPT (_) at a level as modest as r_ - 0(106 yearsJ is not clear. // Job_fl Peoples. Jr.
although effects at that level may occur if the scale of" the violatmn zs ( /
linear in Mp / MC-4_ and '?_lc-4_- MPlanck. cc: K. Stanfield _

T. Yamanouchi
The Committee _s supportive of an experiment designed to C. Hojvat

make this measurement in a minimally disruptive fashmn. The S. Holmes
level of Lab support should be largely limzted to the appropriate R. Dixon
engineering on the design, construction, and installation of the T. Nash
vacuum tank and the modest level of PREP, DAQ, and offline
support requested. Thus. the experimenters should be prepared to
acquire all of the counters and phototubes through surplus supplies.
There are a couple of techmcal concerns: The use of a titanium
sublimation vacuum pump can result in dust which could become
ionized and thereby cause deterioratlon of the beam quality.

- Finally, disruption of the rfcharacteristicsof the Accumulator must
be avoided. Assurance that this will not occur should be a condition
for grantzng Stage H approval for P-868. ""

• • • 4 • • • • • • •



• ' APp.C.,.

Draft 1; August, 1993

O
SEARCH FOR ANTIPROTON DECAY AT THE FERMILAB

ANTIPROTON ACCUMULATOR

O

S. Geer, J. Marriner, R. Ray, J. Streets

Fermi NationalAcceleratorLaboratory,Batavia, Illinois 60510

Q M. Lindgren, T. Muller, J. Quackenbush.

Universityof California,Los Angeles. California 90024-1547

T. Armstrong
O

Pennsylvania State Universi_., UniversityPark, Pennsylvania 16802

0
ABSTRACT

A search for antiproton decay has been made at the Fermilab antiproton accumulator. Limits

• are placed on five antiproton decay modes. At the 95% C.L. we find that x_/BR(t3 --->e- 3')

> 1940 years, z_/BR(p _ e- n0) > 619 years, I:[_/BR(I_--->e- rl) > 187years, x_/BR(I_--->

e- Ks°) > 33 years, and z_/BR(I__ e- KL°) > 8.2 years.

O

PCACS numbers 11.30.Er, 13.30.Ce,14.20.Dh

O

Q
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OF LUND

_o_y s._u _ s..,n fund, August 3, 1989
Tabs 33533 _-S

Letter of support for Fraomentation Studies

I have for mote than twenty years been active in the phenomenological
studies of hadronLc interactions, and as one of co-ieaders of the ,und 2

Theory Gtou_ been responsible for the development of the present Lurid
Hod, l, which is used all over the world for the analysis and planning

of experiments.

There are several further regions o( investigation of large interest°

One of the major reasons for building the new generation of e.g. polarisation (string models provide predictions for strong
accelerator facLllties, i.e. the LEP at (:Z]tiq, the ST_C at SL_C and HERA effects related to the (_D force field directions), the Ba_bury-Broun-

at DESY, is to be able to get advanced testing possibilities for the TWist (or as iC is moac/y cal;ed, the Bose-Einstein) effects as well

predictions of _!). Huch work has been done both on theory, e.g. the aS the irregularities noted in the multiplicity fluctuations of I-'11
development of different approximation methods to compute the rapidity bins. Several of these features are also under study in the

multLpatton CROSS sections (0CD cascades) and on the development of much more cor, pllcated dynamical surrounding of hadton-hadron

advanced detectors, interactions as well as heavy ion reactions. The dynamical simplicity

of medium energy e'e--a_ihilatlon reactions will give us a much
One basic difficulty for the studies is that the observables, i.e. the better way to interptete these phenomena.
final bade•sic states, are not at present directly accessible for

theoretical treatment. It Is _herefore necessary to use different _1 of these things need thorough studies with large statistical

phenomonologLcal schemes to "translate" froa the ,pattonic to the samples (at least 200-400 pb'_), p_ecLse energy momentum resolution,

hadronic state language, and 9oo(I particle identification. The PEP energy region below the
onset of large gluonLc fluctuations and with good resolution

Several different phenomenological models of varying sophistication possibilities is Ideal. I feel that very strong support should be

tulve been suggested, and as almost always there is a strong given to the few groups which have the abll|ty as well as the
correlation between the goodness of the description and the number of Posaibll|tte8 to pursue such studies. In I_rtlcular, the TPC/2Gamma

free parameters used. One of the nice features of the UCI_ model is collaboration at PEP Is particularly veil prepared to produce such
that this number of parameters Is very low (although the description detailed data. This will provide us both with new I_sic knovledge and

is pretty good) and that these parameters all contain basic with tools which can be used to study the 12P, SIC and HmtA regions.

information. The model, vbLch stems from the Lund fragmentation model, ( _ ,
contains very few assumptions, and when It la developed to include
consistent transverse momentum description8 may well turn into a

standard tool for the future.

A_though there are many conceptual differences (some workers talk
about "cl_ain8 of colorless clusters" and others about *8ttLngs" or

"COlOr flux tubes') the overvhelating majority of the physicists

involved nowadays tend to agree that the emergence of hadrona is

related to breakups of the color force fields between the col•t-

charged pattens.

X_Je to the properties of (:CI) only SON regions in phase space w111
contain strong _or©e fields and consequently also contain final state

hadrons. The use of e.g. (heavy) _lavor tagging will provide us with

strong constraints on the OCD model. _nvestlgations on the

cor_elation- in baryo_-antlbaryon production, _n part_cular on the

strange baryons, should be of lnunonse value for such studies (besides J'_
the fact tl_t the ¢rOll sections will provide severe constraints on

the fragmmntatlon models). &cruelly, our knowledge in this area is

very small and there are indications from present data that we may

have to redo a ma_or part of our modelling.

• • • • • • • • • • •
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i_ ORGANIZATION EUROPEENNE POUR LA RECHERCHE NUCLEAIRE

EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCI"
LaboratoireEurop6enpourla PhySK:lUedes Particules

EuropeanLaboratoryfor ParticlePhysics

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Dr. Siegfried Bethke
CERN - PPE
CH -1211GENEVE 23 SEA(:.MailStop81

S'rANF()ilD LINEAR A('CELEItAI'OR CENTElt P.O. Box 4349Stan[ozd,CA 94309
Telex : 419000 CER CH (.tls) 926-3300
Telefax : +41 22 782 19 74
Telegram: CERNLAB-GENEVE
Telephone: Direct: +41 22 767 8190 October 13. 1992

Central / Exchange: +41 22 767 61 11
Bimet: SIGGI at CERNVM

Gent:re, October 12, 1992

Re: Letter of Support for Ha_dronizationSt0dies with the UCLA Model.

'Ib Whom It .May t:oncern:

To whom it may concern: I am impressed with the new approach to quark and gluon jet fragmentation developed
by Charles Buchanan and his collaborators. The UCLA program of hadronization modeling

The value of the UCLA ansatz for quark and gluon fragmentation into hadrons is the simplicity attd its application to I)EP4/9 data appears very useful and interesting, introducing many

and generality with which it describes this complicated process, using only 5 phenomenological simplificauons compared to conventional Lund-type models for the hadronization process, lbelieve that it is important that the program continue to develop.

parameters instead of the typically 10 to 15 of other models. Even more important is the overall

good agreement with a wide range of experimental measurements, including the new and high The successes of the UCLA approach (compared with previous modelsl on ttavor multi-
statistics data from e+e- annihilation processes at the LEP accelerator at CERN, as demonstrated plicities for individual particles types, longitudinal and transverse distributions, and particle-particle correlations have already kelped to develop a physical understanding of the hadroniza-

in a recent paper [UCLA-HEP-92-008]- tion process. ; am particularly impressed with the possibility that one can directly check
QCD predictions for leading particle power behavior in this program. The UCLA approach

The high and still increasing precision of the LEP data makes qualitative descriptions of the data is also addressing tile problem of anomalously high hyperon production.

an increasingly difficuh task, and the limits of some of the classical hadronization models, like The small UCL.\ group, led by Charles Buchanan. is ideally suited to carry forward

the off[ ,,al Lund string fragmentation parametrization, become more and more apparent. They these studie_. Their program is of high quality and definitely warrants further support.

already lead to significant systematic uncertainties in many analyses which depend on the

reliability, and the quality of such models. New developments in the phenomenological Sincerely yours.

description of h._onization are theretore a vital field for hadronic physics at LEP. and the ..._._+

UCLA ansatz provides a very promising, new approach in this direction. Given the tact that \

there is hardly any other major development done by the authors of the classical hadronization Stanley 3. Brodsky

models, the work of Charles Buchanan and his group gets an even higher leveiof importance Professor

for present and future studies of hadronization issues at LEP and elsewhere.

1 therefore recommend to further suoport these studies and to enable C. Buchanan's group to

carry f°rward the devel°pment °f their m°de'" ((_r _://yl ___.
S. Bethke)



Lunds Universitet Lund University

Institutionen for teoretisk l_'sik Department of Theoretical Physics

tis 2{}okt 1992

To whom it may concern

I am writing this letter in support for continued studies of the UCLA model for but differs from the Lund model in that it puts more emphasis on the properties of the

hadronization, produced hadrons rather than the quark constituents. In the UCLA model also the strong
local conservation of transverse momentum is relaxed, a property which also deserves

.--ksone of the co-leaders of the Lund theory group I have for many years been working tm further studies.
phenomenological studies of multiparticle production in high energy collisions. The Lund

string model fi,r hadronization in quark and gluon jets is used all over the world for the The second reason to study the hadronization problem is in the preparations for the very.
analysis of experimental data and planning of new experiments. The basic concept of a high energy proton colliders SSC and LHC. A primary goal for these machines is the

stringlike confining force field, stretched from a quark via a set of gluons to an antiquark, observation of new phenomena, such as the Higgs particle. Perhaps the largest problem

describes mare aspects of experimental data. Also models based on chains of colourless here will be the analysis of the experimental results and the isolation of a clear signal for

clusters have many similarities with the string model, these new phenomena. Such a signal will be hidden under a huge pile of background

events, and its isolation depends critically on a good understanding of this background. It
The advent of higher energy accelerators, such as SLC. LEP and ltERA, implied that the is here important to investigate different models {including the UCLA model) in order to
initial hard phase, where gluons are emitted as described by perturbative QCD. became

properly estimate the systematic uncertainty due to the imperfection of our understanding
relatively more important Ior the properties of the linal hadronic state. For this reason of the hadronization.
studies of perturbative quark-gluon cascades became very essential, and also within the

Lund group m,,re emphasis was put on studies of this perturbative phase. For these reasons I strongly recommend continued support fi_r the UCLA group to further

There are. however, today two important reasons to increase the elIbm to better develop the UCLA hadronization model, and study it', properties.

understand the hadronization problem and the confinement mechanism. l'he first reason is Yours sincerely,
that the LEP experiments have provided a very large amount of high statistics data. One

example is quantum number flow as revealed by barvon and strangeness production, e.g. ,...--_;:
the production of A.-.fLZ*. K*._ etc. Many of these data are in some disagreement with _3 :''-'L" <" '-'- _" _'- / _ _

expectatit}ns from present models. Thus we have now the possibility to improve our Gtista Gustalson
understanding of the properties of hadronization and conlinement, by carefully studying

these nev. data and comparing them wilh different models and new ideas.

The UCI.A mt_del has an important role to play here. It describes st,ccessfuilv ,.,cry.many

experimental data with a small set of parameters. It is hascd on the Lund strin,,r concept,

±_Jdmss: , .lephone: Tclelax: l'elex: I'-mail:
SOIvegatan 14 A ,_-10 _JO76 046-10 44 38 3353_ BI-I'NET: theplh@seldc52
SE-223 62 I.|INI, I.I INIVI-R S luternet: Icna_.wlhep.lu se
Sweden
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Progress Report

@ Task B

Institution: University of California Los Angeles

Department of Physics

405 Hilgard Avenue
• Los Angeles, CA 90024-1547

DOE Grant No: DE-FG03-92ER40662

Title of Task: ICARUS Detector and Rare B Decays

@ with Hadron Beams and Colliders

I
I _0DUCTION

The current physics efforts in Task B are twofold (see Table 1):

(I) The ICARUS Detector for the Gran Sasso Laboratory

(II) Rare B Decays with Hadron Beams and CoUiders@
In this report we review the activity of 1993. There has been great progress in both areas as

this report discusses. We illustrate this progress with the reproductions of several review reports

produced in 1992-93 (see Appendices). With an eye to the future, we are also carrying out, in
conjunction with other UCLA faculty members, an effort in High Energy Collider Physics (the

• CMS detector at the LHC), i.e. studying # punch-through with the RD5 experiment at CERN,
and are continuing a small study of the scientific goals of an Asymmetric ¢ Factory. The team
involved in this activity is A. Boden, D. Chrisman, D. Cline, W. GabeUa, W. Hong, S. Lazic, Y.
Liu, G. Moratori, S. Otwinowski, J. Park, S. Ramachandran, J. Rhoades, H. Wang, and M. Zhou.

O
1
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TABLE 1

(a) ICARUS R& D/Design- Preparation for construction at Gran Sasso (1994 --, ) •

PHYSICS GOALS

(i) Proton Decay to ,,_ 1034years - emphasize p --, K +

(ii) Long Base Line u Oscillation -- CERN _ Gran Sasso

(iii) Neutrino Oscillation of Solar Neutrinos •

(b) E771 / P867 / Super Fixed Target at SSC and CMS at LHC

(i) Trigger for Hadronic B Physics

(ii) Rare B Decays (i.e. B ---,XsT)
O

(iii) Prepare for SFT at SSC - also study possibility of Rare B decay studies at SSC/LHC

(iv) Observation of B _ ¢ + X events by UCLA group (A. Boden ... )

BI. ICARUS at UCLA, CERN, and Gran Sasso •

The ICARUS Project is carried out by the team of D. Cline, S. Lazic, Y. Liu, S. 0twinowski,
J. Park, H. Wang, M. Zhou. M. Zhou has done his thesis on this project during this period.

Bl-a Physics goals of ICAR US @

The technical development of the ICARUS 3 ton detector at CERN will be discussed in Section

Bl-b. In Appendix B1-A we list the general scientific goals of the ICARUS project. Some of

the specific results of the ICARUS research and development programs are discussed in Appendix
B1-B. Other recently published ICARUS papers are given in Appendix B1-C, including part of M.

Zhou's and W. Hong's thesis work. •

Bl-b Technical Progress in the ICARUS Project

Following is a list of activities the UCLA ICARUS team has engaged in this past year:
@

(i) Continuation of testing of the 3 Ton projection chamber. Construction of this chamber is

the R& D program of the ICARUS project. The chamber has been in operation since May
1991, collecting events from cosmic rays and a monochromatic gamma ray source. The space
resolution is of the order of 100 microns. The energy resolution is a few percent in the MeV

region. The results are reported in the publications: "A three-ton Argon Time Projection
Chamber", published in Nucl. Instr. & Methods _ 395-412 (1993), and "Performance of •

a three-ton liquid argon time projection chamber", to be published this year in Nucl. Instr.

& Methods. The in depth understanding of the basic physics aspects of the liquid Ar TPC
allows us to conclude that such a detector can be built in large sizes and reliably operated

over long periods of the time.
@
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(ii) Participation in the test and development of a practical procedure to purify liquid Ar in the
liquid phase. Extreme purity was obtained, corresponding to an electronegative impurity

concentration below 0.1 ppb of 0 _ equivalent. The procedure has been tested up to flows of
• the order of 1000 liters of the liquid Ar per hour. The result of the test are described in the

paper "Argon purification in the liquid phase", published in Nucl. Instr. & Methods A33
567-570 (1993).

(iii) Study of the High Voltage System for ICARUS. The high voltage feedthrough is developed

• under the assumption of being operational during 10 years without a necessity of opening the
dewar. The first results were presented at the general ICARUS meeting held February 9, 1993.

UCLA (S. Lazic) has helped over the last two years on elaborating the technical specifications
and sketches for the High Voltage System for the 1,000Ton ICARUS Project (including the
new 10,000Ton Proposal), with the purpose of approaching several US firms, for making

Q offers for the design and construction of the High Voltage System. These activities included
a study of different designs of the High Voltage System, search for technical literature and
specifications about components and materials, search for firms, suppliers and manufacturers

in USA and Europe, dealing with the special very high voltage (150 to 500 kV) power supplies,

feedthroughs and other diverse elements; inquiring for offers for the design and construction
of the High Voltage System for the large ICARUS Detector.

O
(iv) A procedure to obtain ultra high electron lifetime in liquid Xenon by means of a commercial

Oxisorb cartridge and the distillation of the liquid is described in "A simple and effective
purifier for liquid Xenon", Nucl. Instr. & Methods A329 361-364 (1993). UCLA participated
in the work.

• (v) Design of a 42Ar detector. A new setup for the search for 42Ar was undertaken from October

1992 to June 1993, in collaboration with F. Cavanna, in order to finish the design and con-
struction of the new 42ARGON Detector by Summer 1993, for the background measurements

at Gran Sasso. The UCLA team concentrated on the studies of the system and development
of preliminary sketches of the new Cryogenic System and of the detector shielding. The new

• design has several important advantages: 1) a new Ge crystal, bigger and of better quality,
which should result in less noise and better performance, and 2) a new closed circuit design of

the cryogenic system, having as a goal the supression of the inconvenient interruptions of each

measurement sequence. S. Lazic from UCLA has been continuously involved in developing
lay-outs, modifications and has supervised the production of various types of cathodes for

• LXe Chambers for background measurements at the Gran Sasso.

(vi) A proposal of ICARUS II is in preparation. UCLA participated in preparation and edition

of Vol. I, containing the physics program and the results of the CERN prototype tests and of
Vol. II with engineering design, time table and sharing of responsibility and cost.

O

Bl-c Future ICARUS Program

ICARUS is a liquid argon (Ar) 3-dimensional TPC that uses electron drift to completely image
particle physics events within the energy range of about 2 MeV to 10 GeV or higher. ICARUS was

O
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proposed in 1983 and has been developed at CERN and the Gran Sasso Laboratory over the past
6 years. The major goals of ICARUS are to study new physics beyond the Standard Model:

1) Mixing of solar neutrinos with a 1000 ton detector •

2) Proton decay study at a later stage with a 10,000 ton detector

Since the initial ICARUS proposal, intense activity in research and development has firmly

established the technology of using ultra-pure argon and the readout technique of ionization data, •
for very large sensitive volumes, first proposed in 1977.

A 3 ton liquid Ar time projection chamber working as an electronic bubble chamber with

the ability to provide 3-D imaging of any ionizing event, together with an excellent calorimetric
response, has been operating successfully for more than two years at CERN.

@

The study of operation of our 3 ton prototype since May 1991 is a major milestone in the
ICARUS program. The first events provided by cosmic rays immediately reminded us of Gargamelle-

type bubble chamber events, with a bubble size of 2 x 2 mm 3. The major breakthroughs are that
the readout is entirely electronic, each bubble gives a measurement of the energy deposited by a

particle, and the technique can be extended to almost unlimited active volumes. In particular, the •
device is continuously sensitive and self-triggering.

The main technological challenge was to adapt to a large scale volume the techniques which
had previously been established on a smaller scale, namely Ar purification (less than 0.1 ppb of

electronegative impurities is required), extreme cleanliness of the construction material employed,
high reliability of feed-throughs to avoid leaks, the construction of high-precision wire planes able •
to resist thermal stresses, and the development of very low noise preamplifiers to collect small

ionization charges.

The successful completion of the ICARUS R& D program allows us now to define precisely
the scientific scope of the full scale experiment based on the construction and operation of a large •

volume of liquid Ar (partitioned in three 5,000 ton containers) in the Gran Sasso tunnel.

ICARUS is exploring two extreme energy scales, the MeV region with neutrino studies, and the
unification scale region with the search for proton decay. These two energy domains may even be

directly connected if see-saw mechanisms describe correctly the expected magnitude and hierarchy •
of neutrino masses.

(i) Proton Decay

The question of baryonic matter stability is of paramount importance since it is directly linked
to the understanding of the evolution and present state of our universe. For ordinary matter to OI

dominate today over antimatter, the early universe must have been a gigantic scene of baryonic

number violation. Cosmological theories require, at some level, transformation of initial energy into
baryonic matter. Detailed balance considerations imply that, in principle, baryonic matter cannot
live forever. A simple practical conclusion is that the proton must decay. The proton lifetime is

@l
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representative of the mass scale of the phenomenon responsible for the decay ?'decay _ M 4. If the
relevant scale is the Planck mass, about 1019GeV, then the corresponding lifetime of the order of

1044 years would make it a hopeless case for observation by any human means. However, there@
are many reasons to believe that the relevant mass scale is in fact much lower. In particular, now

that the electromagnetic, weak and strong coupling constants have been measured with improved
precision at LEP, it is clear that their extrapolation to large energies does not cross in one place.

One simple remedy for this situation is to invoke a supersymmetric version of SUS. Taking that
approach, the SUSY particle mass scale may be in the TeV mass range, and, as far as proton decay

• is concerned, the dominant decay mode would be p --, vK +, with a lifetime of 10 32 to 1036 years.
Therefore, SUSY Grand Unification Theories (GUT's) provide the next challenge for the proton
decay searches.

ICARUS is ideally suited to take up such a challenge by providing both a large sensitive mass

of 5000 tons of liquid Ar per module, and a new detector technique which can best be thought of asO
a modern version of the bubble chamber, using the electron drift imaging techniques developed by i

the Collaboration. As will be described in detail below, a proton decay will provide unambiguous,
background free, and spectacular meter long tracks very easy to reconstruct with superb particle

identification. The proton decay search in ICARUS will be carried out in many exclusive channels.

A clear advantage of the ICARUS technique is that discovery will be possible down to a single
• event while any other existing or proposed experiment will have to rely on statistical background

subtraction to eventually show the existence of a signal.

In view of the importance of the scientific issue at stake and armed with a technological break-
through in experimental technique now to hand, the ICARUS Collaboration considers the search

for the proton decay as the priority of the experiment.O

(ii) Neutrino Physics

Even though proton decay in itself justifies fully the ICARUS effort, several other important
physics issues will also be studied concurrently.

• Kamiokande has shown that atmospheric neutrinos can be used to search for neutrino oscil-
lations. A possible method consists in recognizing a variation in the neutrino flavor composition

between upgoing and downgoing neutrino interactions. The full event reconstruction capability

of ICARUS allows a precise and unambiguous measurement of upward- versus downward-going
neutrinos, with large statistics. In particular, the excellent electron-muon separation in ICARUS

• and the precise energy measurement, allow an accurate reconstruction of both the neutrino energy
spectrum, and of flavor composition. Normalizing to the atmospheric neutrino flux, and composi-

tion from downward-moving neutrino interactions, one exploits effectively the long base-line range
(up to 12,000km) provided by the Earth, to study re _ v_, re _ vr and L,_ _ vr oscillations.

ICARUS, as presently proposed, will not be equipped with a magletic field, mainly becauseO
it is too costly to magnetize such a large volume. It will therefore not be possible, in general, to
distinguish neutrino from antineutrino interactions. However, in the case of the muon-neutrino,

because _,-'s are captured by the Ar nucleus before they come to rest while v +'s can actually come

to rest and decay, it is possible in that case to distinguish a v_ from a 5, interaction. This will
significantly enhance the sensitivity of ICARUS in the study of atmospheric neutrinos.

O
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As we shall discuss later, the solar neutrino deficit may be due to neutrino oscillations possibly

enhanced by the presence of electron right matter along the neutrino path (MSW effect) between
the Sun core where nuclear fusion reactions are occurring and a detector on Earth. For a two

neutrino system the matter resonance condition can be expressed as •

E (MeV) cos20

Am 2(eV 2) 2v/2GF Ne

For a fixed difference of neutrino masses squared, [Am2], and a fixed mixing parameter, [cos 2_],

the resonance energy varies as the inverse of the electron density, [Ne]. If a resonance occurs in the •
Sun for neutrino energies ranging from about 0.11 to 15 MeV, since the density of the Earth is up
to 100 times smaller than that of the Sun, we can expect to observe effects for energies reaching

the GeV region, especially well covered by the atmospheric neutrino energy spectrum.

One interesting complementary way to study neutrino oscillations is to extend the baseline •
outside the limits of the laboratory. A feasibility study has shown that it is possible to send a

CERN v_ beam to Gran Sasso, which happens to lie in a favorable azimuthal direction at a distance

of 732km, taking advantage of a planned LHC beam transfer gallery. The planned neutrino beam
represents a new type of international scientific cooperation between two distant laboratories, when

a high energy particle beam produced at CEItN is used for physics in a detector installed in another @
laboratory. Before reaching Gran Sasso the neutrinos from CERN will have travelled under France,
Switzerland and Italy.

Neutrino beams offer several clear advantages:

a) the energy spectrum is known, peaked, and can be tuned to the desired range C

b) one can switch between neutrinos and antineutrinos (interesting for matter effects)

c) the known direction and timing allow efficient background rejection

d) the initial beam composition is known (almost entirely u_ or _,) (:

e) high rates will provide high statistical accuracy

e) most important for ICARUS, the accelerator neutrino beam can be used to calibrate the neutrino

background to proton decay by providing neutrinos of the appropriate energy.

So, if the CERN neutrino beam does become available, it will add a unique window of physics to (:

the ICARUS program, allowing us to investigate, in addition to vacuum neutrino oscillations, the

possibility of matter effects of the Earth between CERN and Gran Sasso.

The sensitivity of ICARUS will cover largely, for u_ _ ue oscillations, the interesting region

corresponding to the present area determined by atmospheric neutrino observations. In addition, i
the beam energy will be above threshold for production of v's and therefore oscillations u_ _ ur
can be directly studied. In all cases, the experiment can be easily repeated, switching the beam to
antineutrinos, an especially attractive possibility if matter effects were detected. Therefore, with

the CERN neutrino beam, ICARUS will extend the baseline by more than two orders of magnitude,

(
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will break new ground in the study of artificially produced neutrinos travelling through mater, and,
in addition, will use tke beam to calibrate the background to proton decay.

• A recent status of solar neutrino experiments can be found in the excellent review by J.N.
Bahcall. Let us recall here the latest results for each of the four experiments presently taking data:

a) Kamiokande, using water Cerenkov techniques:

Kamiokande Ih Data / SSM = 0.46 :k 0.05 (stat.) + 0.06 (syst.)

• Kamiokande III: Data / SSM = 0.55 ± 0.07 (stat.) :i:0.06 (syst.), where SSM stands of Stan-
dard Solar Model, usually according to J. Bahcall's model.

b) Homestake, SAGE and GALLEX, using radio-chemical techniques:

• Homestake: 2.2 5:0.2 SNU vs 8.0 4- 3.0 (Bahcall) and 6.4 + 1.4 SNU (Turck-Chieze)
SAGE (combined): 58 + 17,-24 SNU; 1991 alone: 85 +22,-32 SNU

GALLEX: 83+18,-17+8 SNU vs 132+7,-6 SNU (Bahcall) and 124+5 SNU

(Turck-Chieze)

Combining all of these results, one probably gets a significant deficit of neutrinos coming from
Q the Sun as compared with current solar models. However, the precise significance of the effect

is hard to determine since it depends on the error attributed to the theory which is the object

of some controversy. The most popular explanation for the apparent deficit of solar neutrinos is

the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) mechanism, implying (if data is to be interpreted as a

mixing of solar ue's with uu's )
0

Arnue2 = muu2 - mue2 ._ 10-5 eV

and two values of the mixing parameter sin _29 = 7 x 10-3 and 0.6. However, the available data are
insufficient to distinguish even between the MSW effect and, for instance, simple vacuum oscillation._

which imply Am_,e2 ,", 10-10eV. It is unlikely that the present experiments will resolve the puzzle
• since none of them individually can distinguish effects coming from the nature of neutrinos from

effects due to the neutrino production mechanism inside the Sun. A new generation of experiments
is, therefore, needed to provide

a) real time data with high statistics, good energy and direction resolution

• b) solar model independent measurements

ICARUS intends to directly observe solar neutrinos produced by the SB part of the Sun's

thermonuclear cycle, using on the one hand tile reaction vx + e- ---. vx + e- (X = e, it, z') for
which the SSM predicts 3200 events per year and per module. On the other hand, the independenceQ
from the SSM is obtained by observing simultaneously the absorption rection ve + 4°Ar _ 4°K + 1 or

23' [2 MeV], for which the SSM predicts 2800 events per year and per module, taking into account

70% detection efficiency in ICARUS for Eteh -- 5MeV. The ultimate electron energy threshold
depends on the details of the real data, which will be quickly accumulated, should help in studying
the background in order to reach the lowest possible threshold.

I
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It should also be noted in this context that the outer Ar layers play the role of a neutron shield

for the inner part of the argon volume. The central part of the detector may prove to be' free of
the most dangerous background: neutrons from the natural radioactivity of the rocks and of the

detector steel structure. It is therefore hoped, that at least in a limited fiducial volume, it will be •
possible to observe solar neutrinos with an electron energy threshold as low as 3 to 5 MeV.

The distinctive properties of the recoil electron energy spectrum, together with the detection
of the photon energy associated with the 4°K* decay, allow one to distinguish the two reactions

(electron scattering and absorption) and measure the ratio R of their cross-sections. Since the first •
reaction is sensitive to all neutrino species and the second one to only the electron neutrino, the

ratio R provides a direct measurement of the fraction of ue's which converted to u,'s or u_'s through
oscillations independently of the absolute value of the solar neutrino flux.

Bl:d Status and Schedule of the ICARUS Program •

1) A 3 ton detector with full imaging has been tested and is operated at CERN

2) A design of the 5000 ton detector to search for proton decay and study neutrinos from CERN
or the Sun is underway. The completion of this detector is planned for 1997- 1998, depending

upon U.S. support (INFN has budgeted ,,_50 x 106SF). Q

3) A new study of background events (42Ar) is starting at the Gran Sasso Laboratory.

4) Monte Carlo simulation of the sensitivity of the 5000 ton ICARUS to the current MSW predicted

neutrino fluxes shows very promising results (M. Cheng, Thesis, UCLA 1991).
Q

5) A 100 ton detector made in an expendable modular fashion is being designed to initially operate

at CERN in the neutrino beam to study background for p --, K + u and to search tbr u, _ ur.

The ICARUS collaboration has a U.S. component (UCLA) that has played an important role from

the initial concept to the present measurements. The UCLA team is very active in the Gran Sasso
tests. •

The future program is likely to have two components

a) A 100 ton detector at CERN (further tests and neutrino oscillation). (This could come after

the 5000 ton detector.) •

b) A 5000 ton detector at the Gran Sasso (proton decay p --, K + _, solar neutrinos and long

baseline neutrino beam for the v_ --_ ve and v_, _ v_ search).

It is essential that the U.S. team keep the current activity in ICARUS! The scientific goals are
of the utmost importance. •
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B2. 13 Physics with Hadron Beams and Colliders

O Since our work in UA1 initiating B physics at hadron colliders, we have joined the effort on B

physics at FNAL (E771) and are making plans for new B physics studies at FNAL (P867) and at
the SSC (SFT) and CMS at LHC.

The early search for FCNC with K decays helped motivate the standard model and the GIM

mechanism. However, it now appears that progress will be made in learning more about theO
standard model by studying FCNC processes with much heavier quarks, such as charm or beauty.
In this proposal we restrict the discussion to B decays, however, charm FCNC processes are also of

great importance. Many theories that go beyond the standard model predict much larger FCNC
effects in the heavy quark system or perhaps for processes that involve the 3rd family entirely.

• "There are many theoretical models that give FCNC in Rare B decays. The interesting B decay
branching ratios to be studied vary from ,,_ 10-4 to 10-9. If we have th,_ UA1 study as an example,
we would find overall detection efficiency no greater than ,,_ 10-2. T .us, in order to detect these

processes we need effective B samples of 106 - 1011 at least. In order to study these processes we
need at least 102 events. Thus, effective B samples of l0 s - 1013 are required. The only method

• by which this very large rate of B production can be obtained is in very high energy hadron
interactions, either at fixed target experiments or future colliders like the LHC or SSC. Extracting
these rare B signals requires methods to reduce the very large backgrounds and to overcome the

severe trigger problem.

There are several classes of models that may have FCNC processes. We list them in a generic
Q way

1) Supersymmetric theorem

2) Technicolor

• 3) Multiple scalars

4) 4th family

We believe that these four classes of theories covers most of the reports in the literature. However,

it could be that the discovery of FCNC processes may be unpredicted by any extant theory and
• could lead to the correct theory.

There is a general belief that FCNC must exist in almost all models that go beyond the standard
model, since the concept of Flavor Conservation is ad hoc and the Higgs sector is more complex
than that assumed by the standard model. Clearly, the search for FCNC in B decays is of great

Q importance.

The production of/_B pairs at hadronic machines is very large. As a rule of thumb there are
the kinds of rates expected per year for various machines:

a) Fixed Target at FNAL ,,, l0 s/_B/year (P867)

Q
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b) Colliding Beams at FNAL ,,_ 10 9 - 101°/}B/year

c) Dedicated Fixed Target Experiment at the LHC or SSC ,,_ 10TM /}B/year (SFT at SSC)

d) LHC or SSC Collider _ 1012 - 1013 /}B/year (CMS at LHC) •

As a rule of thumb (from the UA1 experiment) the overall detection efficiency for rare processes is
unlikely to exceed ,_ 10-2. Thus, in order to detect all the various decays discussed in Section 3,
we will need the full range of B production, up to the Super Colliders.

Q
The major issue in using these very large /}B rates is the event trigger selection. The total

hadronic event production per year will vary from 1012 - 10is. These events must be sorted through

somehow to extract the (10 -5 - 10-3) fraction of/_B events, and then to find the rare events a
factor of 10-4 - 10 -9 is required. This is obviously an extremely difficult undertaking.

The key to the use of the large/}B rates is the event trigger. We will discuss two concepts for •

event triggers that we believe hold promise for the FCNC studies and describe two extremes:

1) Trigger J/X _ #+ #- events to tag a /}B event. This is currently being used in the E771
experiment at FNAL. On principle this could give a trigger with an efficiency of ,,_ 10 -3.

J 2) Trigger on the impact parameter displacement of charged tracks from the BIB decay using Q
a fast Cerenkov light signal (optical trigger). Future use of a new type of photo detector
(VLPC) may be important for this technique.

Our goals are:
@

(i) The observation of CP violation in the B system

(ii) The search for Flavor Changing Weak Neutral Current B decays at tree level

B physics with hadron interactions is extremely difficult and requires very advanced detectors. We

review the progress of our efforts in the following sections. The team involved in this effort is A. •

Boden, D. Cline, W. Gabella, S. Ramachandran, J. Rhoades, and J. Rosenzweig.

B2-a The E771 Experiment at Fermilab

(i) Introduction •

FNAL E771 is an attempt to observe heavy quark production and decay in a fixed-target geom-
etry using muon triggers. The primary physics motivation of E771 is the observation of B meson

hadroproduction and decays. The collaboration anticipates measurements for the hadroproduction

cross-section from the 1991-92 run, and the reconstruction of samples of several type of exclusive •
decay modes for B mesons. E771 is also in a unique position to directly observe the lifetimes of
several B meson species because of tile fixed-target geometry. Finally, additional charmonimum

and open charm physics is accessible in the large number of dimuon triggers taken by the experi-
ment. The UCLA personnel on E771 are A. Boden, D. Cline, S. Ramachandran, and J. Rhoades,

O
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and UCLA personnel have participated in all aspects of the execution of E771, from planning to
execution to analysis.

• (ii) Data Processing

E771 took beam from June 1991 through January 1992. The first few months were used for
detector check-out, and.we estimate that during the last 1 to 1 1/2 months the experiment took

useful data. It is estimated that we have approximately 130 million dimuon triggers and 60 million

• single muon triggers on tape. Clearly such a large number of events represents a significant analysis
task.

Data was written to 8 mm (exabyte) tapes in tapesets of twelve tapes written in parallel. Of
the data tapes written during the last seven weeks of the run, 128 tapesets (1536 individual tapes)
were selected for Pass I dimuon processing. In this Pass I processing, the triggering muons are

• identified and tracked in the rear of the analysis magnet. Two output files are written: a "dimuon"

file in which the dimuons satisfy stringent criteria for a J/¢ hypothesis; and a "semilep" file which

contains the events in the dimuo._ file together with the remainder of the events containing a high
transverse-momentum muon consistent with semileptonic B or D decay. The dimuon files are the

basis for most of the physics analysis attempted so far, including the UCLA silicon recJnstruction

• and visual scanning of events which resulted in finding the first B events. UCLA is now starting to
explore the "semilep" tapes. The tracking code progressed through many versions as the effect of

transverse n_omentum and mass cuts was investigated. The production run with Tracking Version
7.3 was started in late April 1993.

Most of the Pass I tapes have been processed on the Fermilab Unix farm system. E771 has been

Q allocated two farms: an eight-node IBM (RS6000) farm, and a nine-node Silicon Graphics (IRIS)
farm, each with one input and one output exabyte tape drive. Each node is rated at approximately

25 mips, giving a total of 425 mips. The farms are serviced by FNAL operators. E771 has achieved

a very high efficiency in running these farms around the clock.

Q The University of Virginia has acquired a significant number of DEC Alpha work stations and
has processed about a quarter of the data. Prairie View A&M University has processed about ten
per cent of the data. The original data tapes were copied at Fermilab prior to shipping to other

institutions; this has been a major undertaking. The event reconstruction code has been de-eloped
at Virginia, but the Pass I processing has been coordinated from Fermilab, and Fermilab is also

• responsible for the centralized bookkeeping and production of dimuon output tapes.

Fermilab completed its share of Pass I in mid-August, and Virginia and Prairie View in Septem-

ber. Final checking and bookkeeping for Pass I is still in progress, and statistics will be presented
at the Site Visit. It is estimated that we will have somewhere in the neighborhood of 20K J/¢

Q events at high signal-to-background ratio. A sample dimuon mass spectrum is given in Figure
1. Preparations are now underway for the full reconstruction of dimuon events (Pass II dimuon

processing), and for the systematic processing of the single muon triggers.

UCLA (J. Rhoades) has undertaken a major responsibility for the data processing, and has
been heavily involved in coordination, running the farms, and supervision of the E771 data aide.

Q
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Figure 1: Reconstructed Dimuon Mass Spectrum. This dimuon mass spectrum has been recon-

structed using a fraction of the E771 data. This plot gives the invariant mass distribution fit with

a Gaussian J/_b peak above an exponential background. Units on the vertical axis are events per

20 MeV/c 2 bin; units on the horizontal axis are in GeV/c 2. •
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We expect to continue this role in subsequent passes. We are the only collaborating university to

maintain a presence at Fermilab, and we (S. Ramachandran and J. Rhoades) constitute half of the
active group at Fermilab.

O
As stated in previous reports, UCLA personnel have in the past and continue to play a primary

role in the analysis of data from the E771 silicon microvertex detector (SMD - the layout of which
is shown in Figure 2). In particular, UCLA personnel are responsible for the official silicon analysis
architecture, and all of the major components. In addition, UCLA personnel have extracted the first

• B candidates in the E771 psi sample, and the first fully reconstructed B decay in the experiment.

(iii) Physics Progress

• Charm A number of physics topics are addressable using the significant dimuon and single muon
data samples collected during the 1991-92 run. Several of these represent continuations of physics

performed on E771's predecessor experiment, FNAL E705. Recently new measurements of the
J/!l' and ¢_ production cross-sections at 800 GeV/c were made by Italian collaborators (Lecce,

Pavia) using the dimuon data set. Inclusion of this and other new production data has led to an

• update of the Lyons' parameterization of J/_ production cross-section as a function of v_ (v/_).

Virginia collaborators are working on the observation of the ¢_ --. J/¢ 7r+_r- and ¢_ ---, J/¢ r°_r°
signals in the dimuon data. Additionally, they are working on the observation of a signal for a 1P1
charmonimum signal, preliminary reported by FNAL E705 and E760. The eventual goal of this
analysis will be a measurement of the production cross-section of this charmonimum state at 800

Q GeV/c.

Virginia collaborators are also attempting to reconstruct significant open charm (D) signals
using the silicon detector. Finally, Houston collaborators have performed a preliminary analysis

to measure a branching fraction limit for the FCNC decay D o _ #+#-. The current world limit
on this branching fraction is 1.1 × 10-5 (90% CL). By analyzing approximately 1/4 of our dimuon

• data sample Houston collaborators have obtained a preliminary limit of 1.5 × 10-_ (90°£ CL). A
full analysis of the data is expected to push that limit down by a factor of two.

O
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Figure 2: Physiczl layout of the E771 silicon detector for the 1991-92 run. Detached and integrated
beam stations measured the trajectories of beam protons incident on the assembly. An ensemble of
12 silicon foils, each 2 mm in thickness were separated by 4 mm air gaps. These 12 foils represented
an approximately 5% target. Finally, a series of 12 silicon microstrip planes measured interaction
and decay product trajectories for a postori event reconstruction.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Reconstructed Primary Vertex z-Positions from the E771 Silicon Mi-
crovertex Detector. Accumulations of interactions corresponding to the 12 target positions are

clearly visible. Also evident is a small number of interactions that occur at z = 0, the position of
the first silicon plane. Units on the vertical axis are in events per 1.33 × ]0 -2 cm bin. Units on the

• horizontal axis are in cm.
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Figure 4: Transverse Impact Parameter Resolution vs. Target Z-Position. The RMS impact pa- •
rameter resolution is seen to be a linear function of projection distance to the production vertex.

Linear fits to the data are shown that allow us to estimate the trajectory resolution parameters of

the ETT1 Silicon Microvertex Detector in the two principle projections.

Beauty Q

Dimuon Silicon Analysis As stated above and in previous reviews, UCLA has occupied a

leadership role for the silicon analysis of E771 data for a number of years. This work has been the

thesis research of A. Boden. Samples of UCLA contributions in this area are shown in Figures 3
through 7. In particular, UCLA is responsible for the track and production vertex reconstruction e
segment of the analysis code. A distribution of production vertex longitudinal positions is given

in Figure 3. This distribution reflects the segmented target structure. Figure 4 shows the RMS

impact parameter resolution of the SMD system as a function of production vertex position (target).

The parameters of the linear fits to the data are good approximations to the trajectory resolution

parameters given by the silicon system.
@

Pursuant to this analysis, UCLA personnel have attempted to identify B _ J/_ decays from

the E771 J/¢ data sample. Figures 5 and 6 give renderings of the first fully reconstructed B decay

from the E771 data set. Figure 5 gives a full rendering of all the tracks in the event, while Figure 6

O
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shows a close-up isolation of the tracks from the secondary decay vertex. By presuming transverse
momentum balance and assigning hadronic masses to the non-muon tracks we are able to identify

this (the most likely hypothesis) as a/_ ---,J/¢ K-r + decay (Figure 7).
O

Single Muon Silicon Analysis The analysis of the single muon events taken with the high

transverse-momentum (high-Pt) trigger is still in progress. To date, 36% of the data taken with
• the trigger has been analyzed by collaborators at the University of Pennsylvania. Events with a

small number of incident protons and which have the highest potential for yielding Bs are analyzed
first. Of these events, 120 show evidence of both a secondary vertex in free space and a high-Pt

muon which either misses all vertices or comes from a secondary vertex. These events are classified

as candidate heavy-quark events, and will be mass-analyzed by the official tracking program at the

• University of Virginia in the next few weeks. There are additional events (about 100) where the
secondary vertex is located within a production foil; these events will also be mass-analyzed. The !
analysis of the remaining 64% of the single-muon data continues.

• Beauty Cross-sections From Semileptonic Decays The UCLA group will also be in-
volved in analysis work involving the search for semileptonic B decays from dimuon data processed
from the Pass I run. This work will comprise the thesis work for S. Ramachandran, along with

analysis from E853. We plan to use the Fermilab computing resources available in the form of one
8-node and another 9-node Production farm. These are currently being used for the high-mass

O dimuon data processing discussed above. This work is will be performed in close liaison with Fer-
milab Physicist L. Spiegel. This approach involves extensive Monte-Carlo studies to decide on the
value of Pt cut for the muons. The plan is to keep well-matched front and rear muon tracks and

to link the highest Pt muon track to possible silicon track matches consistent with an impact pa-
rameter range corresponding to beauty production and decay. Immediate goals are measuring the

cross-section for B production in pN interactions by analyzing the transverse-momentum spectrumO
of the muon sample, and collecting a sample of potentially reconstructable B-decays. We plan
to scan these events using the event display program from the dimuon analysis. We also hope to

look for same sign dimuon events in this mode. Monte-Carlo studies are underway and simulation
results have been encouraging thus far.

I
B2-b P867 at Fermilab

(i) Introduction

All Fermilab fixed target experiments were defined as completed at the end of the 1991-92
O r_m, and experiments requesting future beam time were required to submit a new proposal. E771

submitted this proposal in September 1992, and was allocated the number P867.

The E771 Spectrometer is expected to remain essentially the same for P867. The silicon mi-
crovertex detector will be completely instrumented, since only 10K channels out of 17.5K were

O
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Tape No. 20359, Event No. 3656, Trigger I •
X PROJECTION : EVENT 7 : 2-D RECONSTRUCTED TRACKS AND VERTICES

Units in mm

25.20
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O
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; - _ g
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e

Figure 5" Full-scMe view of B production and decay event (X-projection). Proton is incident •
from the left and produces an interaction in the seventh target foil. The reconstructed position

of the production or primary vertex is shown by a heavy grey diamond. Reconstructed tracks are

shown emerging from the interaction region. The spectrometer-reconstructed J/_b muon trajectories
constrained to pass through the production vertex are shown in heavy dotted lines. Clear matches

to these trajectories are seen that correspond to a J/_b decay point physically distinct from the

production vertex. •
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Tape No. 20359, Event No. 3656, Trigger 1
w X PROJECTION : EVENT7 : 2-D RECONSTRUCTED TRACKS AND VERTICES

Units In mm
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Figure 6: Close-up view of B production and decay event (X-projection). Shown are the recon-

structed tracks that are consistent with the detached J/¢ decay point or secondary vertex. Again,

• the production point is shown by a grey diamond. Here the two muon tracks (labeled 13 and 33) are
seen to intersect approximately 7 mm downstream of the production vertex. One of the non-muon

tracks (labeled 31) is within the acceptance of the spectrometer, and its momentum is measured.
The second non-muon track (labeled 25) is outside the angular acceptance of the spectrometer,

but by requiring transverse momentum balance its momentum can be infered. By making mass

Q assignments to the non-muon tracks this decay is seen to fit a/}_ ---, J/_bK-r + hypothesis.
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Figure 7: /}_ --, J/!bK-r + Decay Event Diagram. The X-projection view of the event as it is
reconstructed is shown. An incident proton produces a/_ that traverses 7 mm before decaying

into/}o _ Jill, K-r+, with the J/_b-., #+#-. •
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instrumented in 1991 and 4K of these used prototype electronics which needs to be upgraded. The

second level trigger will be implemented; this will detect secondary vertices in the silicon detector.
The RPC muon detection system will be upgraded by the Italian collaborators. A RICH counter@
will be added if funding permits. Full details are given in the proposal appended.

Work has continued on the P867 proposal, including extensive studies during the 1993 Snowmass

workshop. Physicists from E690, E791, and E789 have approached P867 with suggestions for

additional physics goals and for ways of improving the detector by adding components from their
• experiments. Intense discussions are underway.

P867 will be considered by the Fermilab PAC on November 12, and the final version of the

proposal will be submitted by October 12. The prospects for approval are considered good, provided
the cost can be kept reasonable. The next fixed target run is currently scheduled for 1995-96.

0 (ii) Monte Carlo Calculation

Most of the physics considered in E771 and P867 emphasizes the J/¢ decay. As part of UCLA's

continuing interest in rare B decays, we have made a simulation study of the decay B --, XT. This
has been submitted for publication in the Snowmass proceedings; a copy is appended. The study

• demonstrates that with good calorimetry and by optimizing cuts we may be able to suppress the
considerable photon background and detect the signal. For the next stage of this study we will use
a GEANT simulation of the proposed P867 detector to obtain more detailed results.

We are also starting a study of the B --, rr decay. We will need to reconstruct the complex

event topology and discriminate against background, and we are looking at the configuration ofe
silicon planes which would be required for this analysis. As tile E771 silicon vertex detector will be
augmented for P867, the detection of such a decay may be possible.

B2-c SFTat the SSC

Q
(i) Introduction

UCLA is a participant in the SFT Collaboration, which proposes a B spectrometer located in
a fixed-target beam extracted from the SSC collider by crystal channeling. Work has continued
during the year on refining details of the proposal. The SFT has been well received, but its fate is

O obviously dependent on that of the SSC itself.

(ii) E853 at Fermilab

E853 is an experiment to test the feasibility and efficiency of extracting a low-intensity proton

Q beam from the halo of the Tevatron using channeling in a bent silicon crystal. This experiment
is a test of the method of extraction planned for the Super Fixed Target B-Physics facility at the
SSC. The goal is to extract 10-6/see of the circulating beam of less than 1012 protons. The bent

crystal will be located at the B48 location in the Tevatron and will extract the low-intensity beam

into the abort channel at CO. E853 has been approved for 72 hours of dedicated study time during
the next Fermilab collider run in 1994. Though the motivation for E853 is in preparation for a

O
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fixed-target facility at the SSC, the experiment will run irrespective of a decision on the future of

the SSC. During the summer of 1993 some accelerator related tests connected with the experiment
have been successfully carried out.

O
The bent crystal replaces one of four pulsed kickers located at B48. The 4 cm long crystal is

bent upward by 640 microradians, deflecting 900 GeV protons as much as 10 meters of conventional
kickers. During coUider operations, the abort line at CO is used for accelerator operations only

during injection set-up at 150 GeV. The protons that channel in the crystal follow the vertical

bend, enter the field free region of the Lambertson magnets, and head down the abort channel •
separating from the circulating beam. The crystal is mounted at the upstream end of a 1-meter
long, articulated beam pipe. Two precision motors, one for horizontal and the other for vertical

motion, at each end of the pipe allow for alignment of the crystal relative to the circulating beam.
The vertical angle of the crystal with respect to the vertical beam angle must be aligned within
10 microradians to match the critical angle for channeling in the crystal of 5.2 microradians to the

beam vertical angular divergence of 11.5 microradians. In the extracted particle line, two air-gaps •
separated by 40 meters will be instrumented with four scintillators and four silicon strip planes to
count the extracted beam and to measure its trajectory.

Since the natural halo is inadequate to obtain extracted intensities high enough of interest

to experiments, halo must be generated by perturbations in either the transverse or longitudinal •
phase-space in a manner so as to not appreciably decrease the collider luminosity during parasitic

extraction. Techniques have been investigated to create off-momentum halo in the longitudinal
phase-space using RF voltage modulations.Work to this end has been done by W. Gabella and

J. Rosenzweig from UCLA. Simulations have shown this to be a viable method for providing halo

without disturbing the core. •

The UCLA team on E853 consists of D. Cline, W. Gabella, S. Ramachandran, J. Rhoades and

J. Rosenzweig. UCLA's participation in E853 is in line with its continuing interest in the B-Physics
program vis-a-vis E771 and SFT. The UCLA contribution to E853 will be in the area of the data-
acquisition system and in-house hardware services at Fermilab. W.Gabella and S.Ramachandran

have been involved extensively with testing the reproducibility of the stepping motors which is •
crucial for successful extraction of protons. At present the 1 meter long insert is being prepared

to go into the Tevatron before the accelerator startup for this coming collider run. There is the
possibility of work done on E853 leading to part of a doctoral thesis for S. Ramachandran who is the
only graduate student on this experiment at present. D. Cline, S. Ramachandran and J. Rhoades

are also on E771. •
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B3. RD5 at CERN

The RD5 collaboration at CERN was formed to study topics related to muon detection at
• future hadron colliders. These topics include: measurement of tile total punchthrough probability

of hadronic showers, the angular and momentum distributions of punchthrough particles produced

in an absorber with and without a magnetic field, trigger and muon momentum measurement
studies, and tests of various types of large area muon detectors. The RD5 detector can be thought

of as being a slice on a typical collider detector, having a silicon tracker, a calorimeter and muon
a measurement stations. The setup includes two magnets, a superconducting magnet (M1) with a 3

Tesla field and an absorber magnet with a 1.5 Tesla field (M2). This setup can simulate a solenoidal
detector with its return yoke or a toroidal spectrometer.

UCLA plays a major role in all aspects of the punchthrough data analysis and the GEANT

simulation of the RD5 detector. All members of the UCLA team (D. Chrisman, D. Cline, S. Lazic,O
S. Otwinowski) here at CERN participate in the hardware and software shifts during the RD5 data
taking periods. In addition, D. Chrisman has taken on the additional job as coordinator of the
offline software group. This job entails coordinating the software updates so that there is always a

reliable running version of the offiine program, helping to organize the offiine software shifts during

the RD5 data taking periods and being a contact person for collaboration members who need help
• writing or running their own analysis programs.

During 1991 da_a were taken in three run periods with negative muon and piop beams. In both
cases the beam momenta were 30, 40, 50, 75,100,200 and 300 GeV/c. The muon data were used to

characterize tile muon contamination ill the pion beam and for detector calibration. The analysis

Q of this data was completed and the results have been accepted for publication in Zeitschrift fiir
Physik C.

In runs during 1992 and 1993 data taking for the punchthrough analysis was completed. For

a cross check the same beam conditions as in 1991 were repeated. In addition, the data set was
expanded to include negative pions with beam momentum 10 and 20 GeV/c, positive pions, positive

O kaons and protons. In order to study hadronic shower punchthrough occurring in an absorber in a

high magnetic field the above data was retaken with the M1 magnet on.

The analysis of the 1992 and 1993 data is well underway. We now have preliminary results for the

integral punchthrough probability of hadronic showers, the momentum distribution of punchthrough

• particles which have penetration depths greater than 10)_ and the angular distribution of these
particles. We have also begun comparing our results with a GEANT based monte-carlo program.

One of the goals of the simulation is to evaluate the effectiveness of different hadronic shower
monte-carlo programs to reproduce our data.

Q
B4. The Asymmetric 4) Factory Project and the S &T Building on the UCLA South

West Campus

We present a brief history of the ¢ Factory project at UCLA in Table 2.

Q
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TABLE 2

History of the UCLA ¢ Factory Project •

1986-87 Start First B Factory in the World at UCLA
• we form California Consortium for a B Factory (Caltech, UCLA, ...)

1988 SLAC Enters Competition •

• we lose for a conventional B factory

1988-89 Start Symmetric ¢ Factory Design
• C. PeUegrini comes to UCLA

O
1989 DOE Encourages a Proposal

• a ¢ Factory Consortium formed (Univ/Labs/Industry)
• First ¢ Factory Workshop

• Frascati enters competition

1992 HEPAP Subpanel Rejects Symmetric ¢ Factory at UCLA •
• be protest but to little help

1992 Start Design and Physics Studies for an Asymmetric ¢ Factory
• 2 workshops held in 1992-93

O

1993-96 Attempt to Find Equipment for Studies of Asymmetric ¢ Factory at UCLA
• XLS Storage Ring
• New Building at UCLA

1998-99 Asymmetric ¢ Factory at UCLA •

We initiated, with important DOE encouragement, the UCLA ¢ Factory project in 1989. A
major building is being constructed on the UCLA Southwest Campus that would house this project.

A Temple review was held and the scientific goals were endorsed. The remainder of the story is a
typical example of the confusion and lack of imagination that presently surrounds our field. Frascati •
picked up our ideas on the physics and managed to get support (after all we do not represent a

country or even California but Frascati represents Italy). The HEPAP subpanel, showing very bad

judgement, opted to kill small motivated projects in favor of the big labs (SSC, FNAL, SLAC). We
believe this attitude will ultimately hurt or kill HEP in the USA and the DOE but for now we have

abandoned the symmetric ¢ Factory project and have started to study an asymmetric ¢ Factory. •

While the odds are against us, we will push ahead.

D. Cline attended an important conference held at the Institute for Theoretical Physics at
UCSB held on the subject "Quantum Aspects of Black Holes." The basic theme of the meeting

O
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was that Hawking Radiation leads to a loss of information that, if true, can only be explained

by some modification of Quantum Mechanics (QM) or the CPT theorem. On June 22, at this

conference, S. Hawking addressed this issue, this time trying to save CPT by starting with a 2-D
• gravitational theory and a CPT invariant 5' matrix. In the end there was still information loss,

which Hawking interpreted as a possible indication of CPT violation by virtual black holes. Many
other speakers reached the same conclusion.

J. Preskill, another speaker at this same meeting, made a strong plea to carry out new exper-
• iments at low energy where modification of QM or CPT violation could be observed. It is the

contention of D. Cline, who informed Preskill and Hawking, that the most sensitive tests for these
effects would likely come from an Asymmetric _ Factory, like that being studied at UCLA.

O

O

O

O

O
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TASK B APPENDIX

1. Proton Decay, David B. Cline •

2. Physics studies with ICARUS and a hybrid ionization and scintillation fiber detector, David
B. Cline

3. Detection of Relic Neutrinos from the Decay of Fourth Generation Neutrinos Using the Neu-

trino Window on the Earth, Woo-Pyo Hong, David B. Cline, and Young-Dae Jung •
i

4. A Brief Critique of the Search for Neutrino Oscillations with "Single Measurement" Solar
Neutrino Experiments, David B. Cline and Mao-Tung Cheng

5. The ICARUS R _JD program results, ICARUS Collaboration
0

6. Argon purification in the liquid phase, ICARUS Collaboration

7. A three.ton liquid argon time projection chamber, ICARUS Collaboration

8. Performances of a three-ton argon time projection chamber, ICARUS Collaboration

9. Search for 42AR with a Germanium Detector at Gran Sasson Laboratory, C. Arpesella, et al. •

10. Detection of energy deposition down to the ke V region using liquid xenon scintillation, ICARUS
Collaboration

11. A simple and effective purifier for liquid xenon, ICARUS Collaboration
0

12. Rare FCNC-B Decays at Hadron Machines, David B. Cline

13. Simulation Study of B ---, XsT, D. Cline, J. Park, J. Rhoades and M. Atac

14. The Search for Flavor Changing Neutral Currents in Rare B Decays, David B. Cline

15. Measurement of hadron shower punchthrough in iron, RD5 Collaboration Q

16. On an Asymmetric Correlated Flavor Factory, D. Cline, A. Boden, W. Gabella, A. Garren,

X. Wang

17. A New Concept for an Asymmetric ¢b Factory to Test CPT and Study K_ Mesons, David B. •
Cline
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Progress Report: Zvi Bern 1992/93

e
Anyolm wh() has p(,rf()rm('d a F('ymnan diagram ('_d(:lflati()n in gaug(, th(,()ry ('.alumt

h('lt) but notic(, th(, r(,markal)l(, (:an('(,llati()ns whi('.h o(:(:ur aInong th(: w_ri()us t(;rms. Filial

r(,sults can t)(, thousands of tim('s small('r in siz(' than int('rm(:(li_m_' ('xl_r(;ssiolls. This vast

(,xplosion of t(,rms h_Lspr('v(,nt('d r(,(luir(,d ('Olnplltations in p(,rturbativ(, QCD from b('ing

p(,rf()rmcd. Th(' ability to llll{*.OV('l'II('W physi('.s at a(:(:(;l('rators r_'li(,s to a larg(' (,xt(mt Q
on subtracting known t_hysi('s; in particular, QCD l()()p (:()rr(:('_tions l)r()vi(l( ' a significant

l)a(:kground t)llt ar(' in g('n('ral quit(' forInidat)h, to ('alculat(;. T()gcth('r with David Kosow(,r,

w(; d('v('lopcd a t('(:lmi(tu(' bas(,d on SUl)crstring th(,ory which byl)a,_s('.s much of th(' alg('t)ra

_Lsso(:iatcd with on(;-loo I) F('ymnan diagram (:oml)lm_tions in gaug(, th(;ori('s [1,2]. With this

t(,(:lmiqu(, w(' wer(, abl(, to l_l'()du(:(_ tim first (:al(:ulation of th(, on('-lo()l) t-iv(, gluon aInl_litll(h' •

[3]. Such (:al(:ulations arc r(,(luir('(l ill or(l('r t() b(' at)l(_ to (:arry out th(: analysis ()f thr(;(:-j(:t
('v('nts at th(' T('vatr()n and SSC.

Th('r(' arc a nmnt)('r ()t"i)r()j('('ts that I hay(', t)(,(,n working Oil ill tim 1)ast y('ar r(;latc(l

to this. B('si(l(,s flu'th(;r formal (l('vclolmmnts I t'('(,l that it is imI)ortant t() (1() ('al('.lflati()ns
O

r('quir('d by current and flltm'(' (:Xl_(;riln('nts. Such ('()m]_lltations at(, also inqmrtant for

guiding th(" formal d('v(,lopm(,nt ()f th(, subj('(:t.

Tog('th('r with Lance Dixon and David Kosow('r w(' hav(: t)(:(m ('()nq)uting th(; n('xt-

to-l(,a(ling ord(,r ('orr(:('.ti()ns t() thr('('-j('t t_ro(tu(:tion as a dir(:('t al_l_li('ation ()t' tll(: string

motivated t('(:hnology. Th(,s(, matrix ('l('ments will (lir(,(:tly (:ntcr into the In(:_Lsur('.In(:nt •

of the strong (:()ui)lillg constant (_.,_at F(,rmilal) f'roIn the thr(;('-j(,t t() tw()-j(,t ratio. T|l(;

five gluon aluplitu(lcs arc ('omt)l(;t('ly finish(,d [3] whil(: all th(; alnl)litu(l('s witll ('xt('nlal

f('rmions arc ll(,arly (:omI)l('t(_ [4].

As a st(: I) in ('()mt)uting th(; t.hr(:('-j('.t amplitu(l(;s w(' (h,v(:l()p(,d a g('lmral ln(:thod t'()r
O

('valuating dimensionally r(,gulariz(,d ()n(,-l()of int.(,grals [5,6]. Such illt.(;grals llav(' not al_-

I)('ar('(l in th(; lit(,ratm'(; and are of int('rcst for any next-to-lea(ling ()r(l(;r ('on q)utation in-

volving fiv(' or more ('xt('n_al parti('l('s such as W + n j(;t I)rodu('tion or Z +'H, j('t I)rodu('tion
with n > 1.

Thor(' at(; thrc(: cxt(;nsions of th(: string-t)as(,(1 m(_tho(ls that I hav(,_ p_u'su(;(l in th(,

t)_t y(,ar. Th(, first ('xt(,nsion is to multi-l()ot)s. String th('ory 1)rovid(:s for tim int.rigui_g

I)ossibility ot' (,xt(,n(ling tlm r_fl(;s whi('h wcrc d(,riv('d at on('=loop t(_ _mfiti-l()oI_s. It is

(liifi(:ult to envision such an cxt(;nsion t)as(,(1 on (:()nv('ntional fi('ld th(_'ory; (;v(m if' tim pr(:(:is(;

gaug(' (:hoi(:('s w('r(' known, it is not (:lear in fi('ld th(,ory h()w t() ()rga_fiz(: the alg(,t)ra to

maintain compact ('xt)r('ssio_s. Although th(, string |'()rl_dism h_ i)('(:n s(,t ut), fl_rt.tmr

work is r(,quir(,d to try to turn this into a pra('ti('al m(:thod for ('()nqmtation.

The sc(:ond extension of th(: method is to gravity [7]. Any(m(, who has cvaluat(,d

F(,ynman diagrams (:ontaining gravitons knows that th(, (:omtmt;_ti(mal m('ss is far worse

than in (:orr(,st)onding QCD (:omputations. Th(, stru(:tur(, of string amplitudes, on the

oth('r hand, impli(,s that ('omputations in p(,rturI)ativc gravity should |)c only a [)it mor(,

comI)li(:atcd than thos(, ill QCD. As a_ ('xampl(,, a ('onv(,ntional calculation of th(, ()ira-
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loop four-graviton s(:attcring amplitu(h_ A(1 +, 2-, 3-, 4-) would involve billions of terms.

This may t)c (:on.q)ar(xl with the string-ba._cd method where the calculation amounts to a

• day's entertainment and can b(: don(; by hand with the result given in rcf. [7]. Although

quantum gravity obviously has no experimental (:onscqucn(:es, it (lo(;s i)rovidc an cxamI)lc

of how doing a I)crturbativc computation the 'right' way (:an mak(.' six;mingly impossible

(:al(:ulations ca.sy.

• The third extension is to weak interactions [8]. With A.G. Morgan wc showed how
on(; (:m_,,use ideas motivat(xl t)y string theory to rcdu(:c the c_fl(:ulation of tim W loop

(:ontribution to a relatively simph; computation for one-loop pro(:css(;s like Z -4 39'.

Finally, another topic whi(:ll I have pursued last year is to obtain a comI)a¢:t formula

for certain o_i(;-loop hclicity amplitudes valid for an arbitrary number of legs. At trcc-|(;vcl

• there exists a compact formula dcs(:ribing the amplitudes for certain hcli(:ity choi(:cs known

_s the Parkc-Tayh_r amplitudes. These amplitudes hav(: been quite us(;ful at trv.c level. Do

silnph; anologous formula._ exist at. Olin-loop'. _ Wc belier(; that th(; mlsw(;r is yes and haw;

a spc(:ifi(: ('onjc(:tur(: for ()n('. of tim lmli(:ity amplitud(:s [9]. W(; arc (:oIlfid(:nt that w(: will

b('. able to prove this (:onj(;(:tur(: in tlm near fllturc.
@
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Progress Report: S. Ferrara 1992-93

My scientifc activity supported by the DOE Grant in the last year produced eight publi- •
cations (listed below), which results have been presented in twelve international conference
and schools (listed below).

The projects covered different topics as follows:
(a) Nonlinear realizations of SU(2) x U(1) in the supersymmetric standard model as a way Q

to perform a model-independent analysis of the spontaneously broken gauge phase of
the supersymmetric extension of the standard model and obtain predictions on the
masses of superparticles as well as some questions on the g - 2 of W bosons.

(b) Bardeen anomaly and Wess-Zumino terms int he supersymmetric standard model to
study the effect of heavy chiral supermultiplets due to large-Yukawa couplings. •

(c) Five-brane effective field theories in four dimensions to try to unreveal non-
perturbative effects in superstring unified theories which may be a source of super-
symmetry breaking and connect the Planck Scale Physics to the Fermi Scale Physics.

(d) Methods of algebraic geometry, in particular differential equations for the periods over
three cycles of Calabi-Yau manifolds, as a tool to obtain exact results, including finite Q
size effects of the strings, for the low-energy interaction terms of the light-states such as
Yukawa couplings and normalization of kinetic terms. In particular the monodromy
properties of these equations are selected to the quantum string symmetries which
generalize to non-trivial spaces the radius inversion (target-space duality symmetries)
of toroidal compactifications. {}

These projects involved the participation of several scientists both from U.S. and European
Institutions, some of whom have visited UCLA as DOE Consultants:

R. D'Auria (Polytechnical Institute of Torino, Italy) •
M. Porrati (NYU, New York)
R. Stora (Annecy, France)
A. Masiero (University of Padua, Italy)
W. Lerche (CERN, Geneva, Switzerland)
J. Louis (Munich, Germany) Q
M. Villasante (World Lab Fellow at UCLA)
A. Ceresole (Caltech, Pasadena)

Main Conferences Attended (1992 and 1993). •
1. 12th Capri Symposium, "Thirty Years of Elementary Particle Physics," Capri, May

1992.

2. International Workshop in Theoretical Physics (Erice, June 1992), "String Quantum
Gravity and Physics at the Planck Scale."

3. International School of Subnuclear Physics (Erice, July 1992), "From Superstrings to •
the Real Superworld."

3.
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4. Advanced Research NATO Workshop, "Integrable Quantum Field Theory" (Como,
September 1992).

• 5. National Symposium on General Relativity (Bardonecchia, September 1992).
6. Rome Symposium, "Strings and Conformal Field Theories" (Academia dei Lincei),

Rome, September 1992).
7. INFN Eloisatron Workshop, "From Superstrings to Supergravity" (Erice, December

1992).
• 8. Strings '93, Northeastern University (Boston, USA), March 1993.

9. International School in "General Relativity and Cosmology, Erice, May 1993.
10. XXII International Conference in "Elementary Particle Physics," Berlin (Germany)

September 1993.
11. EPS Conference on "Trends in Physics," Florence (Italy), September 1993.

• 12. XXII Conference on Differential Geometric Methods in Theoretical Physics, Ixtapa
(Mexico), September 1993.

Research Papers (1992-93).
• 1. A. Ceresole, R. D'Auria, S. Ferrara, W. Lerche, and J. Louis, "Picard-Fuchs Equations

and Special Geometry," Int. J. Mod. Phys. AS, 1 (1993) 79.
2. S. Ferrara, M. Porrati, and V. Telegdi, "g - 2 as the Natural Value of the Tree-Level

Gyromagnetic Ratio of Elementary Particles," Phys. Rev. D46 (1992) 3529.
3. S. Ferrara and M. Porrati, "Supersymmetric Sum Rules on Magnetic Dipole Moments

• of Arbitrary-Spin Particles," Phys. Lett. B288 (1992) 85.
4. S. Ferrara, A. Masiero, and M. Porrati, "Nonlinear Representations of SU(2) × U(1)

in the MSSM Model Independent Analysis and g- 2 of W-Bosons," Phys. Lett. B301
(1993) 358.

5. S. Ferrara and A. Masiero, "Supersymmetric Standard Model with Heavy Dual Multi-

• plets, Anomalies and Wess-Zumino Terms," Preprint (CERN TH-6846/93;
UCLA/93/TEP/12).

6. S. Ferrara, A. Masiero, R. Stora, "Bardeen-Anomaly and Wess-Zumino Terms in the
Supersymmetric Standard Model," Preprint (CERN TH-6845/93; UCLA/93
/TEP/13).

• 7. R. D'Auria and S. Ferrara, "String Quantum Symmetries from Picard-Fuchs Equa-
tions and their Monodromy," Preprint (CERN TH-6777/93) to appear in Annals of
Physics.

8. R. D'Auria, S. Ferrara, and M. Villasante, "Five-Brane Effective Field Theory on
Calabi-Yau Manifolds," Preprint (CERN TH-6914/93; UCLA/93/TEP/18) to appear

• in J. Mod. Phys. A.
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8 August 1993 @

Dear Professor Ferrara,

The International Centre for Theoretical Physics instituted in @
1985 the Dirac Medal and Prize, to be awarded yearly on P.A.M.

Dirac's birthday, 8 August, for contributions to the field of

theoretical physics.

On behalf of the Dirac Prize Committee it gives me great li

pleasure to congratulate you on the award of the 1993 Dirac Medal

and Prize, The 1993 Medal is also being awarded to Professor

Daniel Z. Freedman and Professor Peter van Nieuwenhuizen.

0
The fnllnwing c.itatlnn Is helng lam]ed alnng with the

announcement of your award:

Professor Sergio Ferrara is honoured for the discovery of

supergravity theory and research in its subsequent development. @

Prior to hls work m supergravity, he made important contributions

to t_he development of globally supe.rsymmetrlc field theories along

with J. Wess and B. Zumlno and to the discovery of extended

superconformaI algebras which played a major role in subsequent @
construction of superstring theories. In the spring of 1976, in a

Professor Sergio Ferrara
Theory Division
CERN @
1211 Geneva 23
Switzerland

FAX: (022} 782 3914 page 1 of 2

@
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seminal paper with Daniel Z. Freedman and Peter van

Nieuwenhuizen° the first supergravity theory was proposed. This

• theory combines, in a non-trivial fashion, the spin 2 graviton with a

spin 3/2 particle called the gravitino to elevate supersymmetry to a

local gauge symmetry. This led to an explosion of interest in

quantum gravity and it transformed the subject, playing a significant

role in very important developments in string theory as well as

• Kaluza-Klein theory. Professor Ferrara played a major role in the "

development of the subject, with his studies on coupling of

supergravlty to ma_ter, super Higgs effect, extended supergravity

theories and many other aspects of supergravity theories. After

• string theories came to eminence, he made significant

contributions with his explorations of connections between low

energy limit of supelstrings and supergravity theories. Currently

any grand unified theory incorporating gravity is based on a

• supergravity theory coupled to matter in four dimensions, a most
general form of which Professor Sergio Ferrara has constructed in

1983 with E. Cremmer, L. Girardello and A. van Proeyen. These

theories emerge most naturally from the compactiflcation8 of the

ten dimensional heterotic string.

O

The Director General of the IAEA Dr. Hans Blix. the Deputy

Director General of the Department of Research and Isotopes of the

IAEA Dr. Sueo Machi, the Director General of UNF_CO Dr. F. Mayor

Zaragoza, and the Assistant Director General for Science at

• UNF_CO Dr. IL Badran Join us in sending our congratulations.

The Medal and Prize will be presented in Trieste on a

mutually convenient date when we shaU request your presence here

I to deliver a Dirac Lecture at the Centre, We look forward to hearing

your suggestions of possible dates.

Kindly accept my warmest congratulations once again.

I With best personal regards.

Yours sincerely,

Q .
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Progress Report- Graciela Gelmini-October 1993

1) It has been recently noted that Planck scale physics, i.e. quantum gravity effects,
O

may induce the explicit breaking of global symmetries. With R. Hohnan [1] I ex-
mined, the possibility that these effects may give origin to the net baryon number,
B, of the universe. In particular we propose that Planck-scale physics may explic-
itly break global lepton number, L, so that L is conserved by the renormalizable
sector of the Lagrangian but explicitly violated by higher dimension terms. We
showed, with two simple toy models, that it is easy to generate a L asymmetry •
(i.e. a difference in the number of leptons and antileptons) of the universe of the
required order of magnitude for the B asymmetry (i.e. a difference in the number of
baryons and antibaryons). Because there are configurations in the standard model
that give rise to unsupressed violations of B + L at high temperature, while B - L
is conserved, an already existing asymmetry in L is converted into a B asymmetry Q
of the same order of magnitude (as proposed by Fukugita and Yanagida already in
1986). It may also be possible to generate the B asymmetry by directly breaking
baryon number explicitly but this is a more dangerous game since we have to be
sure that the proton remains stable.
The recent revised version of [1] incorporates the suggestions of the Phys. Lett. B •
referee and has been accepted for publication.

2) Following this problem, Chen Wai Yan, a graduate student and I are investigating in
detail the generation of an asymmetry in a global number when the global number
violations occur only in non-renormalizable interaction terms in the Lagrangian [2]. •
There are some differences with the usual mechanisms in which it is assumed that

the global number is violated by renormalizable interactions.

3) Together with M. Gleiser, I have examined the importance of including explicitly

the shrinking and the coupling with thermal noise of subcritical bubbles formed
in 1st. order first transitions in the master equation describing their development,
an effect that had been neglected in previous treatments of the problem. These
transitions proceed through the nucleation and subsequent percolation of bubbles
larger than a critical size as thc temperature drops below a critical value. However

for weak enough transitions, pre-transitional phenomena characterized by large •
sub-critical fluctuations are known in some condensed matter systems to alter the
characteristics of the transition. We examine this possibility within the context of
hot field theories. We solve analytically the master equation and, in the context
of the standard electroweak transition, we see how sub-critical fluctuations, even if
subdominant, become progressively more important as the strength of the transition Q

O

Q

O
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weakens, until the point where the approximations we use break down precisely
because the fraction of the volume occupied by sub-critical bubbles becomes large.
The recent revised version of [3] incorporates the suggestions of the Nucl. Phys.
B referee to consider the disappearance of the bubbles due to their coupling with

• thermal noise, besides their shrinking.

4) In the past year I have given three invited lectures on "Physics Beyond the Standard
Model" in the Lake Louise Winter Institute, Canada, Feb. 1993 [4].

• 5) Together with Esteban Roulet (CERN, Theory Division), I am writing an invited
review on neutrino masses for Reports on Progress in Physics [5].

References

8 [1] "Baryon Asymmetry from Planck Scale Physics", G. Gelmini and R. Holman, NSF-
ITP-92-101 (or UCLA/92/TEP/25). Revised version of June 1993 to be published
in Phys. Lett. B.

[2] "Particle-Antiparticle Asymmetries due to Non-Renormalizable Interactions",
g Chen Wai Yah and G. Gelmini, in preparation.

[3] "Kinetics of Sub-critical Bubbles and the Electroweak Transition". G. Gelmini and
M. Gleiser, UCLA-HEP-92-44 and DART-HEP-92/06, revised version Oct. 1993,
submitted to Nucl. Phys. B.
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Louise, Canada, 23-27 Feb. 1993, to be published in the proceedings.
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• on Progress in Physics, in preparation.
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Progress Report: R. D. Peccei 1992/93 Q

In the past year I pursued a number of topics of phenomenological im-

portance in particle theory. Perhaps the most interesting result obtained •
concerns models of quark and lepton substructure. With S. Khlebnikov [1],
I developed a new class of dynamical models in which one can obtain very
tightly bound bound states which are, however, much lighter than the dynam-
ical scale of the binding. These models are prototype theories for composite

models of quarks and leptons, since one observes precisely these properties I
for these states. Quarks and leptons look for all purposes elementary and
are very light compared to any possible binding scale.

The models constructed in [1] are based on preonic chiral gauge theories

where some of the preons are acted upon also by various vectorial interac- Q
tions. In the absence of these vectorial interactions there are various massless

bound states in the theory - among them some states which can be identified
with quarks (and leptons). When the vectorial interactions are turned on,
condensates form which serve to give small masses to the quarks (and lep-

tons). Although interesting hierarchies of masses can be obtained in this way, •
the models still have many undesirable features which need to be remedied.
For instance, it is difficult to generate any quark mixing at all. Nevertheless,
this approach appeared to be promising enough that I agreed to lecture at
the XXXI Erice Summer School [2] on these matters.

A second topic pursued in the last year had to do with certain aspects of •
models where the SU (2) × U(1) electroweak symmetry is broken dynamically.
With D. Morris and R. Rosenfeld [3], I look specifically at the expectation
for multiply producing weak gauge bosons in these theories. We found that,
although this phenomena is barely significant at SSC energies, at somewhat
higher CM energies (EcM _' 100- 200 TeV) multiple-W production be- •
comes important and would constitute a telltale sign for models of dynamical
symmetry breakdown. I also reported on issues connected with dynamical
symmetry breaking in the electroweak theory at the "Salamfest" held in Tri-

este in March 1993 [4]. •

A third topic which I pursued last year concerned CP and CPT violation
in the Kaon system. In the 1993 Rencontre de la Valle d'Aoste [5], I dis-
cussed the theoretical errors that enter in the present determination of the

CP violating phase in the CKM matrix, emphasizing the importance that a •
correct analysis of IVubl/IVcbl has for this determination. In view of the new
data published by the E731 collaboration on the phases ¢+_ and ¢00, I also
updated my previous analysis with C. Dib [6] of CPT violation in the Kaon
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• system. The new data- particularly due to the lower value of Am - now
appear to be perfectly consistent with CPT conservation.

The last research topic addressed concerns semileptonic B decays and
this is an area which I am still currently working on. What I am trying

• to understand, with various postdocs and students, are two different issues
concerning these decays. Namely:

(i) Whether it is possible to really calculate from QCD and a heavy quark
expansion the semileptonic spectrum near the electron end point;

• (ii) How can one reconcile the roughly 10%- 20% discrepancy between the
QCD prediction for the semileptonic rate (B ~ 12 - 13%) with what is
experimentally observed (B -_ 11%).

Although work on the second topic has barely started, it appears that some
• progress may be possible on the first point by studying appropriately energy

weighted distributions, to minimize sensitivity to binding effects near the end
point.

Besides the above, during the last year I was invited to summarize the

• Pascos/Texas 92 Relativistic Astrophysics Symposium [7] and, in addition to
the lectures I gave in Erice, I also gave Winter School lectures in Puri, India,
on CP violation [8] and lectured on Physics Beyond the Standard Model at
the ELAF Winter School in Mar del Plata, Argentina and at the 1993 St.
Andrews Summer School [9]. I am also directing the thesis work of 5 students

• (P. G. Baillie, S. Burns, F. Pettit, W. Walsh and K. Wang). Two of these
students are presently being supported by the Task C contract.

Reference
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Progress Made in 1993

O
Hidenori Sonoda 1 September 1993

I continued to study the implications of the variational formula which I introduced

two years ago.[1,2] I will give a short _'ummary of the work done in the past year and
• briefly explain the project for the coming year.

1. Work in the past year: Consider a renormalized field theory in D dimensional

euclidean space with parameters gi(i = 1,...,n) with g = 0 as the UV fixed point. (More

detailed results are summarized in [3].) Let Oi be the field conjugate to gi; basically

• Oi gives the realization of the partical derivative O/Og i by a quantum field. Its precise
definiton is given in terms of the variational formula for a basis of composite fields { ¢, }:

(9 ciab(g)) (_b(O))g- +
Q

where Ciab(r; g) is the singular part of the operator product expansion:
$

1 + o .=  ol(SO-,)

Since the right-hand side is covariant under an arbitrary change of basis

Ca -'* ¢'a -- Nba(g) ¢_b,
!

the left-hand side needs a covariant derivative instead of a naked derivative. Hence, we

need a connection ci(g) to render the deriative covariant.

Though the connection arises for a simple mathematical reason, its physical impli-

Q cation is deep. The consistency between the variational formula and the renormalization

group (RG) implies that the short distance singularities are determined by the connec-
tion:

0 + +
C_(r = 1;g)= Og-----7

Q where _ - F + _Jcj, F is the anomalous dimension matrix, j5_ is the beta function of

gi, and the curvature flji is given by flji _- Ojci + cjci - (i _ j).
The parameters g' can be regarded ms constant source fields, and we can generalize

them to space dependent source fields and introduce their conjugate fields. In ref. [4] I

generalized the variational formula by introducing currents as fields conjugate to space

Q dependent source fields.

10.
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In ref. [5], together with my collaborators at MIT, I applied the variational formula
to study the deformation of 2-dim conformal field theory. This work has been applied
recently by Sen and Zwiebach for a proof of background independence of string field •
theory.[6]

2. Project for the coming year: The connection that I have introduced touches the
heart of field theory, and it is my belief that by studying the connectin further we can
obtain more physical results. Let me briefly explain the project currently underway, •
though I have no gurantee that it will work.

The low energy effective theory of QCD with n/ massless quarks is given by an
..qU(nf) L x SU(nl)R non-linear sigma model, which describes the interactions among
massless Goldstone bosons. The non-linear sigma model is 'effective' in the sense that
for any composite field O in QCD, there exists a composite field Oeff in the non-linear I
sigma model that reproduces the same matrix element:

(A I O [B)QcD = (A l Oeff l B)e ff ,

where A, B are states consisting only of low energy Goldstone bosons. The left-hand •
side is evaluated using QCD, and the right-hand side using the non-linear sigma model.

For an arbitrary composite field O it is hopeless to determine the corresponding
effective field Oeff. But it is a different story for the field O E that is conjugate to the
strong fine structure constant a8 of QCD.

The low energy theory is parametrized by an infinite number of parameters with •
negative mass dimensions: for simplicity let us denote them by g-2,g-4,..., where the
scale dimension of g-2, for example, is -2. (Actually g-2 = 1/f_.) They satisfy the
following RG equations:

d •

d'-t g-2 =-2g-2
d

d"t g-4 = --4g-4 + ag2__2
d

d_ g-6 = -6g-6 + bg-4g-2 + cg3_..2 •
..o..i

where a, b, c are constants which are completely determined by the chiral symmetry
SU(n/)L x SU(n/)R. The RG implies

O
a

_-
bc-4 + c In g-2 + (lng-6 = ga-2 c-6 2 _ g-2

O
....°.
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where the constants c-4,c-e,.., are undetermined. We need QCD to determine these
constants uniquely.

• The RG gives g-2 as
c

g-2-" AQCD(C_s)2.

We cannot determine the constant c wi_out a non-perturbative calculation. But it may

@ be possible to relate g-4,g-e, etc. to g-2, i.e, to determine the constants c-4, c-e, etc.,
in the following way.

Let 04+2, denote the field conjugate to g-2,, then the effective field for the field
O E conjugate to a, must be given by

dg-2n
dg-2 _ 04+2n.• (OE)eff = das dg-2

n

We note that the operator product Oe(r)OE(0) contains only OE and the identity as
its singularity. By imposing this as a condition, I am hoping to determine the constants

• c-4, c-s, etc. At least I may be able to derive certain restrictions (in the form of sum
rules) among the constants.
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M. Bodner: Progress Report 1992-1993 •

My research for the past year has been to apply mathematics and con-
cepts common in high-energy theory to practical applications. This has pri-
marily involved developing models based on Lie algebraic theory which give
the short time evolution of spatially and temporally interacting elements. •
These models are referred to as Memory in Lie Algebra models (MILA) due
to the fact that one of the possible applications of these models is to generate
neural networks which can elucidate the coritcal dynamics of memory and
learning. The models generate a set of dynamics which then are mapped onto
a particular application. In collaboration with Gordon Shaw at the Univer- Q
sity of California,Irvine and Juaquin Fuster at the Brain Research Institute
at UCLA, I have been studying a particular mapping of a MILA based on
afllne SU(N), onto a particular network known as the trion model. The firing
patterns of this model have been found to possess a wide range of symmetries
such as rotational invariance, and an analogue of CPT symmetry. One of •
the predictions of this model is that learning is a result of breaking these
symmetries. Experiental evidence is currently being obtained in the brain
research institute which will be able to test these predictions. In addition, I
am investigating the possibility of using MILAs to classify neural networks,
and relating data to specific architectures using this formalism. •

Work in Progress.
1.) M. Bodner, G. Shaw, "Stochastic Evolution of Memory in Lie Algebra

Models.
Q

2) M. Bodner, J. Fuster, and Y. Zhou, "Analysis of Active Short-Term
Memory Spike Train Data and Its Comparison With Memory in Lie
Algebra Compatible Networks.

O
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• Progress Report 1992/93 by Ben-Ami Gradwohl I

I the past year I continued to focus my research in two different fields:

• Large-scale structure in the universe and Particle-astrophysics/Early uni-

verse cosmology.

• In one of my projects I was concerned with the theoretical uncertain-

ties intrinsic to cosmological observations. Within the standard instability

. a picture, the formation of cosmic structure results from the gravitational am-

plification of small primordial fluctuations in the energy density. Due to

the statistical nature of these fluctuations, any observed quantity must be

treated within a statistical framework. In confronting theoretical models to

• observational data it has been common practice to assume a spatial version

of the ergodic principle and to compare directly the theoretical estimates to

averaged observational quantities. However, in finite surveys, and for that

@ matter also in our finite Hubble volume, the ergodic principle breaks down
for large-scale observations. After deriving a general formalism for estimat-

ing this uncertainty, generally denoted Cosmic variance, I have applied it to

two-dimensional galaxy surveys. Although I focused on cosmological obser-

• vations, analogous uncertainties arise in many different fields, as for example
in lattice gauge simulations.

• It has been known for more than thirty years that the relation be-

tween angular diameter and redshift for a sample of high redshift "standard

I candles" can give information on the total energy of the Universe. Obser-

vational attempts to use this method to distinguish between cosmological

models have, however, been hampered by systematic evolutionary effects.

Kellerman has recently claimed that by measuring short-lived compact radio

Q jets with very-long baseline interferometers, most of these difficulties can be

avoided. His analysis of the angular size/redshift relation strongly suggests

that we live in a flat Universe.

Q I am currently in the process of estimating the "robustness" of this result
by accounting for gravitational lensing. Gravitational lensing can magnify

the observed compact radio source and distort the angular size/redshift re-
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lation. I have calculated the change of the angular size of extended sources

due to gravitational lensing and am currently estimating its statistical effect

on the observations.

• In the field of particle-astrophysics I focused my research on the dy-

namics of phase transitions. Phase transitions in the early universe, from •

GUT scale down to the QCD and electroweak scales, played a crucial role

in shaping our Universe. In order to understand the major processes in the

early universe, on one hand, and to constrain elementary particle theories, •
on the other hand, it is clearly indispensable to develop a detailed picture of

phase transitions.

With this in mind, I have analysed bubble nucleation in first order phase

transitions and questioned the validity of the effective potential for inhomoge- •

neous configurations. In an attempt to get some insight into the importance

of deriwati;'e terms, I have analyzed a simple toy model of a "kink in (1 +1)

dimensions at zero temperature. I have evaluated the energy shift from the

quantum fluctuations about the non-uniform background (i.e., the effective @

action) and compared it to the energy from the effective potential. My results

clearly show that for inhomogeneous configurations it may be inadequate to

omit derivative terms and confine oneself to the effective potential.

• It has been known for some time that the collision of a kink and •

anti-kink can lead to a long-lived bound state, a "breather mode". Recent

numerical studies have revealed a similar pseudo-stable state in the collapse

of a bubble in (3+1) dimensions. I am currently analysing these states and

their impact on cosmological phase transitions. The presence of long-lived •

breather modes can possibly change the importance of subcritical bubbles

during phase transitions.

Publications:

1. Large- and Small-scale Constraints on Power Spectra in f_ = 1 Universe,

J.M. Gelb, B. Gradwohl, and J.A. Frieman, Astrophy_. J. (Letters) 403 0_
(1993) L5.

2. Dark Matter and the Equivalence Principle. J.A. Frieman and B. Grad-
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O wohl, Science 260 (1993) 1441.
3. How Effective i8 the Effective Potentialf, S. Dodelson and B. Gradwohl,

Nucl. Phys. B400(1993)435.

4. Cosmic Variance and Galaxy Surveys, B. Gradwohl and J.A. Frieman,

• in prep_ation.

5. The Effect of Gravitational Lensing on the Angular Diameter/Red._hift

Relation, B. Gradwohl and A. Ka,shlinsky, in preparation.
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Summary of DOE Resear(:h Undertaken and in Progress- Sept(,mt)cr, 1993

Bri:an Hill @
TEP Group
UCLA

The critical (;xamination of thc prol)crtics of heavy mesons on the latti(:c which I have un-

dertaken with a collaboration using Fermilab supcrcomputing rcsour('cs h_L_been a fl'uitflfl

part of my rcccnt and ongoing investigations [1,2]. At this point our un(lcrstanding is that @
th(' corrections depending on thc latti(:c spa('ing, which previously have bccn a,_sumc(1 to

bc small, and which l_avc not until now bccn accuratcly quantific(l, arc in fact substantial

(:orrcctions to simulations at attainable lattice spacings. Assuming that thcsc corrections

arc dircctly I)roportional to the lattice spacing will allow us to prcscnt results yiclding a

substantially lower wfiuc for the decay constant of the B meson [2]. This will bring the @
result much closer into line with model expectations and with numcri(:al simulations using

conventional lncthods, and rcdu(:c the nc('d to invokc "large l/re" ('orrc(',tions t() bring the

two apI)roachcs into agreement.

Since thc latticc-sI)a(:illg (h',I)cn(h:ncc of latti(:c-dctcrminc(1 (tuantitics is an incr(;asingly

imI)ortant issu(:, I have also un(lcrtakcn, with J()nathall Flynn and Os('ar Hcrnan(lcz, to @

imt)rovc th(; I)crturbativc calculations for the rcnormalizatioll of these (tuantitics. This is

generally un(tcrtakcn as a two-stage ('al(:ulation. There is a rcnormalization in the t)assagc

fl'om the latti(:c regularized theory to tim (',ontimmm theory and a rcn()rmalization ill the

l)assagc fl'om the ('ontinuuln heavy (tliax'k theory rcnormalizc(1 at. tim latti(:c scale t() the

flfll clc('trowcak thc()ry rcnormaliz(;(l usillg m()(lificd minimal subtraction at, some heavy @
meson mass scale.

With ()scar Hcrnandcz, I have improvc(l the first stag(; of thc matching ac('or(ling to

a pro(:c(hlrc dcvclol)cd l:)y LcI)agc all(t Ma(:kcnzic. This I)ro(:cdurc involves dcfinillg a

rcnormalizc(1 couI)ling on the latti(:c, typically determined fl'om the cxi)cctation values

of plaqucttc operators. ()n(:c the A valuc for this coupling is (h;tcrnfincd, the ('ouI)ling @

must bc evaluated at the s(:alc of the process being analyze(1. This scale is pcrturbativcly

cal('ulai)lc, and these ('al(:ulatioais arc the focus of our w()rk [3].

The sc('on(1 stag(; of the matching can t)c imI)rovcd t)y using two-looI) results for the running

of operators in the, heavy quark cffcctivc theory that wcrc cal(:ulatcd I)y Ji and Musolf. @
In pra(:ti('c, a fcw sut)tlctics remain in tlm application of these results. The ('onclusions of

these ('alculations arc incorI)oratcd into our (:ollat)oration's results for heavy meson (lccay

constants in the static limit [2].

[1] "Prol)crtics of Low-Lyiilg Heavy-Light Mcsons,"

Nu(:lcar Physi('s B 30 (Proc. SuI)I)l.) (1993) 433, @

with T. Duncan, E. Eichtcn, A. E1-Khadra, J. Flyml, and H. Thacker.

[2] "Heavy Meson Dc(:ay Constants," Talk to be presented at Latti('(; 93,
Octol)cr, 1993, Dallas, Texas. Work done in (:ollat)aration with

T. Duncan, E. Ei('.htcn, J. Flyml, and H. Thackcr.

[3] "An hnplcmcntation of the Lcl)agc-Mackcnzic Prescription for HQET @
Heavy-Light Bilincars," in prcI)aration, with O. Hcrnan(lcz.
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Progress Report

O
Institution: University of California, Los Angeles

Physics Department
405 Hilgard Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90024

• DOE Contract: DE-FG03-91ER40662, Task D

Title of Project: H Dibaryon Search at BNL

Kaon Experiments (E799/KTeV) at FermiLab

• Co-Principal Investigators:
Katsushi Arisaka, Robert Cousins, and William Slater

Scientific_ Professional Staff:
Professional Staff: Jonathan Kubic, Frank Chase, Sharon Wong

Post-doctoral Researchers: John Jennings, .John Quackenbush

• Graduate Students: Doug Roberts, Matthew Weaver, Matt Spencer
Marty Platte, Robert Troy, Stephen Field

Undergraduate Students: Daniel Chun, Todd Klein, David Morse,
Amy Palmer, Katrin Schenk, Carlos Soria,

• Vanessa Zouvelos

General:

We have been active in the following three areas:

• I.) H Dibaryon Search at BNL.

II.) Kaon Rare Decay Search at FNAL-E799.

III.) Detector Design and Construction for FNAL-KTeV Project.

Q I.) H Dibaryon Search at BNL.

During the past year, the Task D subgroup led by Cousins has been deeply

involved in the data analysis of BNL E888, a search for the H dibaryon. The H

is a six-quark state (uuddss quarks in a symmetrized state) hypothesized by Jaffe
Q in 1974, and the subject of theoretical speculation and some experimental search

ever since. Previous experiments to date are generally viewed as having insufficient
sensitivity to discover the H if it exists. The E888 collaboration, of which Cousins

and Alan Schwartz (Princeton) are Co-spokesman, was formed in late 1991 and took

its complete data sets in June, 1992. E888 consists of two separate searches for the
I H, which are complementary in that they cover different (but overlapping) ranges in

H lifetime (and hence H mass).

1
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The H searcL using the first detection method, referred to as the "H decay

search", uses the old E791 rare K decay detector with very minor modifications to

look for single A _ pTr- decays emerging from the neutral beam decay volume. •
These A's could come from H decays such as H _ An. This search is sensitive to

H's produced in our target with lifetimes in the range 10-7- 10 -9 s (long enough for
some to survive to our decay volume, and short enough to have a reasonable chance

to decay in it). •

In the H search using the second detection method, referred to msthe "H disso-
ciation search", we seek not H decays, but rather H interactions which produce two

A's though diffractive dissociation:

H + A--, H* + A--, A A + A. a

Here A is a target nucleus in the dissociator, and H* is an excited H whose mass

is sufficiently high to decay strongly to AA. The dissociation search is sensitive to
lifetime ranges from 10-s s to infinity, since we require only that the H survive to
the dissociator to be inserted at the downstream end of our decay volume. The •

sensitivity to arbitrarily long lifetimes (associated with deeply bound H's) while

directly reconstructing the H interaction products is unique. For this dissociation
search, we moved the existing E791 drift chambers into a different configuration, and

made some major trigger and software modifications. •

Combined, the decay and dissociation searches cover almost the complete range

of expected H lifetimes if the H is too light to decay strongly to AA. (Extremely
lightly bound H's may decay with a lifetime shorter than that of the lambda, and

would probably escape detection by us.) •
UCLA responsibilities during the 1992 run spanned a wide range of activities

in addition to the leadership. We shared in the design, background studies, and

trigger simulations; re-mapped portions of the magnetic field which changed from
E791; took responsibility for modifying and maintaining the UCLA-built readout

system; modified and maintained the online diagnostic software; and manned a large •
fraction of the shifts. Since tile run, UCLA has concentrated on the analysis of the
dissociation search.

Because of the rapidity with which the experiment was proposed and carried

out, most of the otttine software for the dissociation search has been developed after a
the data was taken. This development has been a close collaboration among UCLA
and students from other institutions (Josh Klein of Princeton and Karl Ecklund of

Stanford). UCLA responsibilities, in addition to leading this analysis team, have
included writing all the major kinematic fitting programs (track, vertex, event fit-

ting), writing the prototype H search physics analysis package, and sharing in the a
development of all the data analysis cuts.

2
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The analysis project is in excellent shape, since we are close to setting a limit
and we can demonstrate that the quality of the data is high. For H signal events,

• the reaction is

H + A -, H* + A _ A A + A,

followed by decay of each A to pTr-. Hence we look for four charged tracks (prr-plr-)

in the spectrometer which are consistent with two neutral vees (decaying outside
• the dissociator) which in turn come from a single primary vertex. Events with two

lambda's can also come from the inelastic reaction,

n+A---,AA+X,

• induced by neutrons in the neutral beam. These events are distinguished from signal
events by various cuts, in particular the higher invariant mass of the AA system.

We also collected numerous useful events from the class of reactions,

• n+A_AK_+X,

including the diffractive dissociation,

n + A-_ n* + A _ A K_.+ A.
0

Events with such a AK_. final state are cleanly identified, as shown in actual data in
Figure H-1. This figure contains a scatter plot of the reconstructed two-pion invariant

mass M_ versus the proton-pion invariant mass M,_, for AK_, candidates passing all
cuts except those on invariant mass. An extremely clean peak containing over 2600O
events is located at the expected point, MKs vs MA. The projections of appropriate
slices onto the respective axes are also shown, indicating the expected excellent mass

placement and resolution.

In Figure H-2, we show the analogous plot for the AA search, before making

Q cuts which distinguish the neutron-induced production from the H signal. There is

a clean peak, containing about 40 genuine AA events, at MR vs MA. We have not
yet shown this plot publicly, nor have we shown the results of applying the further
cuts. The final result from this dissociation search will be a limit on H production,

Q however, not evidence for the H.

In summary, Figures H-1 and H-2 show that our quick modifications to the E791
apparatus successfully prepared a detector which we were able to use for searching
for H dissociation. We are happy with the quality of our data, and are working on

Q the normalization necessary to set a limit.
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Figure H-1.

a) Scatter plot of AI,_,_ versus 1111,,_,for AK_ candidates passing all cuts excel)t those on
invariant mass. An extremely clean peak containing over 2600 events is located at the

expected point, (/I/A, ]lIIcs ) = (1.116, 0.49767).

b) Projection onto the ]lIs,= axis of events having IAI,_,_- Affcs I < 0.0075 GeV, i.e., ew:nts

with a good K_. can,li(late. Tlw ])acl<gr_)lmd cmtsi(le the A l)(:_llc i:; _,nly barely visil)le.

c) Projection onto the 23I,r,_ axis of events having ]_lp,_ - Bfhl < 0.0025 GeV, i.e., events

with a good A candidate. The Kg peak is also extremely clean.
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M_ppi vs M_ppi for Lambda-Lambda Candidates
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Figure tt-2.

a) Scatter plot of 3/e.,. versus 3ip,_. for .\A candidates passing z,ll cuts except those on

invariant mass. The choice of which prr mass is plotted vertically and which is plotted

h,,rizontally is arbitrarily made in the order they are reconstructed, l>llt each cwnit is

plotted only once. The peak contains about 40 events at the expected point. (3/.x. 3/.x) =

(1.116.1.116). The lmckground lies mainly aI,mg lines correspolidiJlg t t, one real .\ and one

l>ackground vc_. and gives a few events under the peak.

b) Projection onto the horizontal :_tIt,,_ axis <,f events iu which tl.e vertically-ph_tted vec

satisfies 13Ie_ - _t/.x [ < 0.0025 GeV. i.e., the vertically-l,h,tted vee is a g,_,od A candidate.

c) Projection onto the vertical 3Ii,_ axis of events in which the horizontally-plotted vee

satisfies [:_I1,,¢- ;/.x] < 0.0025 GeV.
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II.) Kaon rare decay search at FNAL-E799.

In 1990, the UCLA high energy group, led by K. Arisaka and W. Slater, pro- •
posed a new pre-shower detector to the FNAL-E799 experiment. The proposal was
well received by tile E799 collaboration and since then we have been active in this
experiment.

The initial goal of this experiment was to search for the CP-violating decay mode
O

KL ---* rr°e +e-. However, to understand the CP-conserving part of this decay mode,
it is important to understand the decay mode KL _ 7r°'7"/. Tile pre-shower detector

we proposed was designed to reduce the background events in this decay mode.

The detector was constructed in 1990-91 and data was taken both with and

without the pre-shower detector through the fixed target run in 1991. •

Analysis has been carried out in 1992-1993. The UCLA group took the respon-
sibility of analyzing KL _ 71"°")"7,KL --* 7r°Tr°')' and KL _ lr°vf/. Doug Roberts has

finished the analysis of the former two decay modes and Matt Weaver has recently
finalized the analysis of the latter decay. Tile results will be published soon. The I

branching ratio limit on KL ---*7r°Tr°') ' is the first measurement and the limit on rr°uP
is a factor of four improvement from the previous measurement.

We should note that, at the same time, several other decay modes were analyzed

and their results were submitted to Physical Review Letters by our collaboration •
which included the 7r° _ e+e-, KL _ 7':°e +e-, KL -'* lr°# +p-. There are several

other decay modes whose analyses are close to completion: KL -* 7r°#+e T, KL

e+e-e+e-,KL ---' 7r+Tr-e+e-,KL _ e+e-7"/,KL -'-* P+P-'7. Our new student,

Matt Spencer is presently working on the latter decay. One can simply summarize t
that the experiment E799 has set the world's best limit for measurements for about •

ten different K L decay modes.

III.) Detector design and construction for FNAL-KTeV project.
O

Immediately after our joining the FNAL-E799 collaboration, we started prepar-

ing the proposal for the new generation Kaon experiment, KTeV (Kaon at Tevatron).

The primary goal of the experiment is to measure the CP-violation parameter d/e at
the accuracy of 10-4 . At the same time, the experiment is expected to be sensitive
to all the rare KL decays down to the 10-11 level. Q

Our proposal was approved in Spring of 1992. Since the beginning of the prepa-
ration, the UCLA group took major responsibility in several areas:

1. Optimization and design of the photon veto detector system.

2. Design and construction of back anti detector. Q

3. Photomultipler study for CsI.
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4, Design of the neutral beam f()r KTeV.

5. Fr(_llt,end ele('troni(:s and data acquisiton syst(;]ll.
O

We lmve made (:()nsitlerat)le_ pr()gress ()n all of th(: above areas. The f()llowing
summarizes the progress an(l activity in the each area.

I. Optimization anti design of the l_hoton veto detector system.

• In order to rejet't background ew_nts such as th(; three _r° (le,ays to the level

of pr()i)osed signal sensitivity, extremely hermetic ph(_ton vet() is essential. An
iml()vative detector structure and geometry whi('h satisfy this requirement w_Ls

prot)()sed l)y the UCLA group. After several iterations of prottJtyi)ing and sim-
Ifiati()n by UCLA un(lergra(luate students, th(; detector was finalized and tim

Q (:()nstructi(m |)egall at FNAL. The first m()dule was successfully c(_ml)lete(l in
Fall 93, which became the very first dete('_t¢)r (,,onstru('_ted for KTeV.

The detector is a sampling cah)rimeter ('(ms|sting of 24 lay(:rs of lea(l stleets and
scintillators. Newly deveh)i)ed viol(;t coh)r s(_intillat()r l)lat(:s are izl(lividually

g rea(l _)ut t)y blue way(; lengtll shifters. Th(, te(:hni(lue ()f fiber readout w_L_first:

(l(:veh)l)(_'(lby the SDC gr(mI), t)ut w(, have (,lfimn('_(.,(lthis t('_(:tmoh)gy fron| a

(:onventiomd green fiber t() blue t() a(:hiev(: a lmw.l_ faster resl)()nse and larger
t)hot()n yield.

Q 2. De.sign and construction of the back anti (lete(:t:()r.

The back anti detector is the ele('tr()nmgneti(' (:alorimeter which (;overs the neu-

tral beam h()le area. The main ('al(_rimeter, the array of Csl crystals, would
not t)e ()I)erational in the area of th(_'neutral beam hole due t() severe radiati(m

• environment caused l)y neutron and Kaon interactions. Theref()re, it is ne(:es-
sary to replace the CsI crystals by different tyt)e (_|'electromagnetic (:alorimcter

which is radiation hard and capabh; of identifying high energy ph()tons on top
()f neutron/Kaon interactions, i

6 Our new post-doc researcher, John Jennings, took this challenging t_Lskas his
primary resl)onsibility and fulfilled the requirements. He has completed system-
atic studies of the radiation damage, light yield and time resi)onse on various

s(:intillators. He and our new grad student, Steve Field, have als() optimized
the geometry and mechanical structure by extensive (:omputer simulations. Tile

I final design was presented at the last our (:ollaboration meeting and construction

is expected to st_Lrt soon.

3. Phot()multiplier study for CsI.

CsI crystal w,ts chosen to be the major calorimeter, which is the heart of our

• experiment. Tile requirements of this calorimeter are formidable; energy reso-
lution of better than 1% as well as position resolution on the order of 1ram are
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necessary to achieve our goal of 10-4 systematic error in tim e'/e measurement.

This in turn requires tim linearity of better than 0.5% on the photomultipliers for O
CsI readout. Such a measurement itself had never been performed by the existing
systems. The UCLA group decided to take this responsibility and developed a

system which is capable of measuring PMT linearity at an accuracy of 0.2%.
In 1992, we have received the first 70 PMTs from the Hamamatsu and have

successfully tested their linearity and other characteristics. •

We expect to test 1,000 1.5-inch photomultipliers by Spring 1994.

4. Design of the Neutral Beam for KTeV.

Approximately one year ago we tried to simulate the effects of various collimation •

schemes for the new neutral kaon experiments at the Tevatron (KTeV). In par-
allel we also tried to understand observed radiation damage in the old leadgl_s

calorimeter in E731 and E799-1. Although the simulation gave a magnitude of
damage more or less commensurate with the observations, it was incomplete and

did not simulate all the important sources of damage. •

We have continued and improved our simulations of the neutral beam for KTeV.

A major reality check of our montecarlo was accomplished this year. An internal

note to the collaboration is available. Briefly, we have used data from E799 phase

1 and from the "GSET" (final 20% of E731) that were analyzed by R. Coleman •
at Fermilab to measure the radiation damage in the leadglass calorimeter. It was
felt in the collaboration generally that this was one of the most serious problems

in designing tile new beam, i.e., to achieve a clean enough environment to be

able to use the added intensity. •

We have managed to reproduce the main features of the measured damage with

GEt,NT simulations that use measured collimator positions and so on as input
parameters. The simulations do a reasonable job on both the distribution of

damage in the leadglass and on the magnitude of the damage as is shown in tile
appendix. •

The simulations are being pushed to deduce the n/KL contamination. This
parameter influences the shape of tim radiation damage but also has an effect on
the z-distribution of counts in the so-called Back-Anti counter that was in place

just downstream of the calorimeter in the beams. We now get rough consistency •
with 1 "-_n/KL --_3 from both PbG and BA data compared with the simulation.
The principal uncertainty is the neutron energy.

As a result of reproducing the damage in the old experiments, we now believe
the simulation package can give some insight for KTeV. The collimation scheme •
is already much improved for tile new experiment, in particular the degree of
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measurement and control of misalignments and tile use of two separated 2.-hole
collimators. We continue to work with the neutral beam design group at FNAL

• on the various beam elements.

5. Front end electronics and data acquisition system.

The last area in which we are active is the electronic and data acquisition sys-

• tern. Matt Spencer moved to FNAL in Summer 1993 to collaborate with FNAL
physicists to test and develop tile fi'ont end electronics and data acquisition sys-

tem. Matt is testing the new types of ADC and TDC which are to be used in
all the detector elements except in the CsI array. We are planning to shift more

manpower to this area next year as soon as other hardware responsibilities are
• complete.

r

//"

• Katsushi Arisaka, Co-Principal Investigator 9/24/93

.,
Robert Cousins, Co-Principal Investigator

William Slater, Co-Principal Investigator

O
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Appendix: List of 1993 Publications

1. K. Arisaka, et al., Improved upper limit on the branching ratio B(K°L _ p±e_:), •
Phys. Rev. Lett. 70:1049-1052, 1993.

2. K.S. McFarland, et al., Measurement of the branching ratio of 7r° --- e+ e- using

decays in flight of KL --* 7r°Tr°Tr°, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71:31-34, 1993.
O

3. D.A. Harris, et al., A limit on the branching ratio of KL "-* 7r°c+e -, submitted

to Phys. Rev. Lett.

4. D.A Harris, et al., A limit on the branching ratio of KL -"* 7r°p /t , submitted

to Phys. Rev. Lett. •
5. P. Gu, et al., A measurement of the branching ratio of KL ---* e +c-¢ +e-, sub-

mitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.
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PROGRESS REPORT UCLA at CDF 1993
TASK E

O

Institution : University of California, Los Angeles

Physics Department, 405 Hilgard Ave.

• Los Angeles, CA 90024

DOE Grant Ne : DE- FG03- 92ER40662

• Title of Project : UCLA Participation in the Experiment CDF at Fermilab

Co-Task Managers : Jay Hauser, Thomas M[iller

• Scientific, Professional Staff :

Professional Staff : Frank Chase, Jim Kolonko, Anchi Kao

Post doctoral researchers : Stephan Lammel, Mike Lindgren

• Graduate students : Carol Anway-Wiese, Farhad Keyvan, Dirk Neuberger_
Keith Schaefer

Undergraduate students : Armik Mirzayan, Tran Thuan

• General :

The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) is a general-purpose detector designed to study

proton-antiproton interactions at 1800 GeV center-of-mass energy. At present, the Tevatron

-• Collider where CDF is situated is unique in its physics potential with respect to searches for
massive particles, in particular the top quark, supersynmaetfic particles, and new gauge bosons. In

addition, important precision tests of the Standard Model, i.e. the W boson mass measurement and

searches for rare b quark decays, are made at the Tevatron.

O
UCLA joined the CDF collaboration in 1990, taking on major instituti:_nal responsibilities

in run preparations, data-taking, and the upgrade of the CDF calorimeter. In addition, the UCLA

group has been responsible for at, important part of the data reconstruction effort, and has been

active in several areas of CDF data analysis. While the core of the UCLA effort on CDF isO
supported by the Department of Energy, we were able to use funds fr,_m Germany to partially

O
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support Neuberger and Lammel, and have used funds from TNLRC to support Schaefer when it

was appropriate to do so. Q

Activities during 1993

1. CDF Operations
O

The CDF detector took data (Run 1a) from Jan. 1 until May 28, 1993, and will take data

again this Fall (Run lb), beginning approximately Nov. 1 and continuing into mid-1994. All of

the members of our UCLA group have been fully involved in the data-taking shifts. Two of our
O

graduate students have put in extra time as CDF "Aces", carrying the major responsibility for the

operation of the CDF detector and continuity of the CDF data taking process.

The task of software reconstruction of the most interesting events collected by CDF during

Run la ("Express Line") has been taken on by Lammel almost single-handedly. Most of the CDF
Q

results from Run l a shown at the Europhysics Conference, the Lepton-Photon conference and

elsewhere this year own their speedy appearances to the efficient processing system which Lammel

has created, using the large IBM RISC processor farm bought by Fermilab (ref. 1).

2. CDF Calorimeter Upgrade Q

The CDF calorimeter ungrade plan is to replace the current "plug" and "forward" gas

calorimeters by a single calorimeter covering the 2-36 degree region which employs scintillating

tiles with waveshifter fiber readout for energy measurement and a more finely segmented •

scintillating strip detector located inside the electromagnetic part of the calorimeter at the

approximate location of the shower maximum. The UCLA group has taken joint responsibility

with Rockefeller University for this shower maximum detector (SMD). We are now scheduled to

begin production of the SMD in early 1994. •

The shower maximum detector is novel in its use of scintillating strips with wavelength

shifting fibers and its readout of multi-channel photomultiplier (MCPMT) tubes. This chosen

detector technology is also applicable at the future super colliders: the SDC calorimeter will use a

similar detector principle. For the high dynamic range and high rate operation at future colliders, Q

exisiting photo devices were not adequate. Our group has been in close contact with industry

(Philips and Hamamatsu) to develope a new generation of MCPMTs satisfying all requirements for

collider operation. To this end, we have made laboratory and Monte Carlo studies which sh_w

that the most recent MCPMT devices we have received from manufacturers will give us nearly •
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optimum performance (ref. 3). In the context of SDC, we are now testing the latest MCPMT

devices in a small prototype of the SDC endplug calorimeter at a CERN test beam. This prototype

• will help us identify unforseen problems which may come up for the CDF device.

During the past year, we have participated in improvements to the mechanical design of the

shower maximum detector (ref. 4), and have worked closely with the Particle Instrumentation

Group (PIG) at Fermilab to design a test stand for shower maximum detector readout electronics

Q which will be built by end of this year.

3. Data analysis

• Our group has concentrated its physics analyses on the search for phenomena beyond the

Standard Model. We have derived preliminary results from Run la and are working toward papers

in several areas using this data, while preparations for analysis of Run 1b data are being made.

Member of the UCLA group have made important contributions to the measurement of the

• cross-section for W +'), process which measures the magnetic moment of the W boson as well as

possible anomalous couplings. Deviations from the Standard Model predictions may indicate

substructure in the boson sector, just as the magnetic moment of the proton indicates its non-

fundamental nature. We have implemented a W/Z + "fevent generator written by Baur into the

Q CDF detector simulation software (ref. 5). This has been used in the W +'i, and Z + _,analysis of

1988-1989 data (ref. 6,7). The UCLA group has taken the lead in the W/Z + _'analysis of Run la

data, for which the statistical power of the data is much improved (refs. 8,9).

Our group has taken a leadership role in the search for Exotic particles (ref. 10), in

• particular the search for Supersymmetric particles. We are conducting SUSY searches in several

channels: jets plus missing energy (ref. 11), tri-lepton events (ref. 12), and same-sign dileptons.

A preliminary analysis indicates that CDF can use the previously unanalyzed trilepton channel to

extend our search beyond the limits imposed by LEP searches (ref. 13). Work in the jets plus

I missing energy channel caused us to take responsibility for the CDF missing-energy triggers used

in Run la (ref. 14) and Run lb.

Another of our ongoing analysis focusses on the search for flavor-changing neutral current

decays of b quarks in the modes B--->l.t+_t"K* and B--->_+l.t"("Penguin diagrams"), neither of

Q which has so far been seen. The branching ratios for these decays give information about the top

quark mass and the possible presence of an anomalous W magnetic moment or a fourth generation.

Preparatory work on the identification of low-momentum muons has been done (ref. 15), and the

identification of candidate events and background rejection is still under study.
O
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Appendix : List of Publications i993

Q
1) S. Lammel, "Processing of Data From the 1992/93 Run, PartI" and "Processing of Data

From the 1992/93 Run, PartII", CDF notes 2144 and 2145.

2) M. Lindgren, "The CDF Plug Upgrade", invited talk for the CDF Plug Upgrade Group,
O

Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Calorimetry in High Energy Physics,

Corpus Christi 1993.

3) J. Hauser, D. Joyce, Th. MUller, "Pulse Height Response of Fine Mesh Phototubes", CDF

note 2010. •

4) J. Hauser, D. Joyce, M. Lindgren, Th. MUller, D. Neuberger, G. Apollinari et al., "Plug

Shower Maximum Detector - Design Proposal", Technical Design Report, CDF - internal note.

5) M. Lindgren, Th. Miiller, D. Neuberger, "Production of GENP Bank Format Baur Monte

Carlo Events", CDF note 1952.

6) The CDF Collaboration, "Measurement of a.B(W+_,) and ts.B(Z+7) in the Electron and Muon •

Channels in _-s = 1.8 Tev pO Collisions", submitted to PRD (1993); also D. Benjamin et al.,

CDF notes 1941 and 2133.

7) D. Benjamin et al., "Studies of QCD Backgrounds in the Electron/Muon V+_,/Z+_,Data", CDF •

note 2132.

8) D. Benjamin et al., "Preliminary Measurement of ts.BR(W+),) and ts.BR(Z+_,) in the Electron

and Muon channels with the 1992/1993 Data", contributed paper to the Lepton - Photon •

Conference at Comell (1993); also CDF note 2143.

9) Th. MUller, "Electroweak News from CDF", invited talk for the CDF Collaboration, to appear

in the Procedings of the Europhysics Conference 1993, Marseille (1993). •

10) J. Hauser, "Searching for New Physics in Tails of Distributions", CDF note 2096.

11) Y. Fukui, F. Keyvan, J. Yoh, "First Look at High Missing Et Events from 12 pb-1 of •

1992-93 Data", CDF note 1985.
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12) T. Kamon, S. Lammel, J Wolinski, "SUSY Analysis of Trilepton Events", CDF note

• 2137.

13) Y. Kato, J. Hauser, T. Kamon, S. Lammel, J. Wolinski for the CDF Collaboration,

"SUSY Search Using Trilepton Events from p15 Collisions at q-s = 1.8 TeV",

• contributed paper to the Lepton - Photon Conference at Cornell (1993); also CDF note

2156.

14) J. Hauser, "Guide to Missing-Et and Tau Triggers in the 1992-1993 CDF Data Run", CDF
• note 2112.

15) C. Anway-Wiese, "Offline Muon Matching Cuts", CDF note 1986.

O

Other CDF Publications Since October, 1992

1) F. Abe et al., "Limit on the Rare Decay W+---)y_+ in pp Collisions at q-s=l.8 TeV,"
• Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 2160 (1992).

2) F. Abe et al., "Dijet Angular Distribution in pp Collisions at ,_-ff=l.8 TeV," Phys.
Rev. Lett. 69, 2896 (1992).

O
m

3) F. Abe et al., "Search for Squarks and Gluinos From pp Collisions at q-s=l.8 TeV,"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 3439 (1992).

m

• 4) F. Abe et al., "Inclusive J]lg, v(2S), and b-Quark Production in pp Collisions at
_/'s=l.8 TeV," Phys. Rev. Lett, 69, 3704 (1992).

m

5) F. Abe et al., "Measurement of Jet Shapes in pp Collisions at _=1.8 TeV," Phys.
Rev. Lett, 70, 713 (1993).

O

6) F. Abe et al., "Comparison of Jet Production in pp Collisions at ,_/-s=546and 1800
GeV," Phys. Rev, Lett. 70, 1376 (1993).

• 7) F. Abe et al., "Search for Ab---)J/V A0 in pp Collisions at q-s=l.8 TeV," ..Phys, Rev,
D Rapid Communications 47, 2639 (1993).

O
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8) F. Abe et al., "Measurement of the Cross Section for Production of Two Isolated

Prompt Photons in pp Collisions at "fs=l.8 TeV," Phys. Rev, Lett. 70, 2232 (1993). •

9) F. Abe et al., "Study of Four-Jet Events and Evidence for Double Parton Interactions
u

in pp Collisions at "fs=l.8 TeV," Phys. Rev. D47, 4857 (1993).

- Q
10) F. Abe et al., "Measurement of Jet Multiplicity in W Events Produced in pp

Collisions at fff=l.8 TeV," Phy_, Rev. Lett. 70, 4042 (1993).

11) F. Abe et al., "Measurement of the Dijet Mass Distribution in pp Collisions at _'s= 1.8
TeV," Phys. Rev. D48, 998 (1993). •

12) F. Abe et al., "Measurement of the Bottom Quark Production Cross Section Using

Semileptonic Decay Electrons in pp Collisions at _=1.8 TeV," Phys. Rev. Lett. 71,
500 (1993).

Q
13) F. Abe et al., "Center-of-Mass Angular Distribution of Prompt Photons Produced in

pp Collisions at _-s=l.8 TeV," Phys. Rev. Lett. 71,679 (1993).

14) F. Abe et al., "Observation of the Decay B0s_J/_ _ in pp Collisions at "fs=l.8 Q
TeV," Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 1685 (1993).

O
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Activity Report

• Task H

Institution: University of California Los Angeles

Department of Physics

405 Hilgard Avenue
Q Los Angeles, CA 90024-1547

DOE Grant No: DE-FG03-92ER40662

Title of Task: Detectors for Hadron Physics at Ultra High Energy Colliders
O

Task Manager: M. Atac )_._-_:,_

Scientific Personnel: M. Atac, D. Cline, D. Chrisman, J. Park, L. McDonald

O

I. Scintillating Fiber and Visible Light Photon Counter (VLPC) Research and
Development

O Significant accomplishments have been made toward developing scintillating fiber tracking for

the SSC laboratory as a part of the SDC detector research and development during 1993. In this
period three papers were published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods and in Physics Research

journals. Photons produced in polystyrene based 3-Hydroxyflavone(3HF) fibers by the passage of

charged particles are detected in the VLPCs. The VLPCs are silicon impurity band solid state

• photodetectors with quantum efficiencies approaching 85% and with avalanche gain around 30,000.
The DO group at Fermilab now is working on a 3000 VLPC channel system and VLPCs may also
be used for the CDF. LHC experiments are thinking about using them as well. The CMS letter of

intent includes fiber tracking as an option. Application of VLPCs for medical imaging, biological
and pharmaceutical research are in progress.

Q Recent developments include work with multiclad fibers. The first clad is polymethylmetacrylate

(PMMA) and the second of fluorinated polymer. The refractive indices are n=l.6 for the core,
n=1.48 for the first clad and n=1.42 for the second clad. With this step index fiber total internal

reflected photons are increased by a factor of 1.8 relative to the standard single clad fibers.

I Six newly improved cassettes each contain 32 channels of VLPCs were constructed using the
multiclad fibers with better optical connectors. The optical connectors that are made of NORYL

material are precision made using computer controlled machining that improved the photon trans-

mission significantly. These improvements with 3HF doping concentration optimization showed
experimentally that a gain in detected photons was about a factor of two more relative to earlier

O
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results. The system of these six cassettes will be used for the R & D on optical trigger tests that is

in works with the CERN, Saclay, UCLA and Fermilab collaboration. The the tests are going to be
carried out at CERN starting in November due to the lack of high energy test beams in the U.S.

These tests will help to develop an optical impact parameter trigger for the search of B decays. •
This requires an experiment to be carried out at very high interaction rates. The optical impact
parameter trigger was proposed by Charpak, Giomataris and Lederman and has been tested to

a reasonable success at CERN and Fermilab using vacuum phototubes. Replacing the phototube
by VLPCs is expected to improve the photo electron statistics by a factor of two, thus provide a

better optical impact parameter trigger. Extensive Monte Carlo studies are being done at UCLA •
and CERN to address the capability of such a trigger.

II. Tracking with Scintillating Fibers and VLPCs in RD5
O

The CMS collaboration has been interested(CMS LOI) in fiber tracking. The major advantages

of scintillating fiber tracking with the VLPCs are the high rate capability(lmm diameter of VLPC
can detect photons at a rate of 50,000,000 photoelectrons per second), high granularity and excellent
time resolution, better than 2 nanosecond. For testing a 6 cassette VLPC system, D. Chrisman

has been working with the RD5 experimental group. We plan to use the same VLPC system with •

long scintillating fibers in determining spatial accuracies of the fiber tracker. There will be 192
fibers laid out in the SDC configc: :, :on for the tests. A detailed Monte Carlo simulations are done

to determine the feasibility of a scintillating fiber tracking in the LHC environment. D. Chrisman
has taken good statistics of data with the RD5 experiment and has been analyzing the data for

studying hadronic punch through at multihundred GeV energies. This will help in understanding •
muon detection at the SSC and the LHC energies to do especially Higgs Physics. His analysis has

shown remarkable results in understanding muon like backgrounds.

III. American Involvement in CMS at CERN

O
Physicists for UC-Davis, UCLA, UC-Riverside, and the University of Texas-Dallas have

formed a collaboration to participate in the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector project in
anticipation of the approval of the LHC at CERN. This team of physicists have been holding bi-

monthly meetings to discuss the physics opportunities with the CMS detector and the possible

detector sub-system the U.S.-CMS team could undertake to construct. •
Although it is expected that DTBX chambers will be used for the muon stations in part of the

endcap regions, their use in the forward region is problematic because of the high magnetic field

and the high rate. The detector of choice for this region is the cathode strip chamber (CSC), and
the American collaborators of CMS have identified this project as one that is well matched to the

likely level of U.S. participation at LHC. Furthermore, the exclusive use of CSCs for muon detection
in the GEM detector provides a considerable reservoir of expertise in the design and utilization of •
this technology.

Cathode strip chambers are a mature technology and in principle combine all the necessary
functions of the muon system in a single technology:

G:
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• Precise measurement of the coordinate in the bending plane using induced signals on radially
directed cathode strips. A resolution in the vicinity of 75 microns has been achieved with a

• prototype in an RD5 beam test.

• Measurement of the non-bend coordinate using azimuthally oriented anode wires. Signals

from the anode wires and fast signals from the cathode wires can be used for triggering.

• Precise timing to provide an unambiguous beam crossing tag.

• Cathode strip chambers are fast, with an electron drift time on the order of the beam crossing

interval, and their sensitivity to neutrons and gammas is small. Consequently they are well suited
for the high rate environment of the endcaps. The resolution claimed for single tracks can be

achieved for pairs separated by two or more strips, while double track identification should be

possible for arbitrarily close spacing in the bending plane. Alignment of CSCs is facilitated by the

• fact that alignment targets can be readily included in the PC boards that carry the segmented
cathodes, and the construction technique of the chambers lends itself to the fabrication of the

trapezoidal shapes needed to cover the endcap regions.

Since the precision of CSCs comes from interpolation of an analog signal coming from the strips,

the essential element of the electronics is a low noise amplifier. Since practical strip spacing is on
Q the order of 5 mm, an interpolation accuracy of 1% is necessary to achieve the required spatial

precision; and since the chambers operate with a gas gain in the vicinity of a few ten thousands, one
readily deduces that a noise level on the order of a few thousand electron equivalents is required.

An appropriate front-end electronics package will incorporate such an amplifier, a shaper, and an

analog storage unit for each strip channel. An analog multiplexer will concentrate some number

• of channels into an ADC whose output is stored in a FIFO to be read out by the data acquisition
system.

Electronics for the anode wires involve a similar but differently optimized low noise amplifier
followed by a shaper and constant fraction discriminator to determine the beam crossing. The

wires determine the non-bend coordinate, but since the required precision is less, several wires can
• be ganged together to reduce the overall channel number.

i.) CSC Simulation

In order to determine the design parameters of the CSC chambers to be located in the forward
O muon system a series of computer simulations are being conducted.

Track segment reconstruction efficiency decreases with high chamber occupancy due to uncore-
lated charged particles, neutrons and gammas. The cathode strip length will be chosen so that

the chamber occupancy is below the level at which the segment reconstruction efficiency begins to

I deteriorate.

A simulation to determine the rate and occupancy due to charged particles is being performed
by the UCLA group using the standard CMS simulation package running on a UNIX computer farm

at CERN. In this simulation charged hadrons and muons are generated at the interaction vertex
with a PT and _?distribution which was determined by running the PYTHIA event generator. An

Q
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80 mb minimum bias cross section and 10a4/cm2/s luminosity are assumed. The hit position of

all charged particles reaching the muon stations are recorded. The choice of energy cut-offs and

which hadronic shower generator to use was determined by UCLA experience with the Monte Carlo
simulations of the RD5 experiment. The sources of charged particles can be separated into three •
components: prompt muons, decay muons and hadronic punchthrough. In the end cap the rate

rises from about 10 Hz/cm 2 at 7/--1.5 to about 2000 Hz/cm 2 at _/=2.5.

We have started working on a program for CSC simulation which can be used to study the

CSC position resolution. We are using a code developed originally for the CSC system of the GEM •
collaboration. This program takes into account the following effects: track position, clusterisation,

electron range, diffusion in the gas, the Lorentz angle, geometrical spread, and charge multiplication.
The effects of the Lorentz angle are especially important because of the relatively high magnetic
field in some of the forward muon stations. Also included are calculations of the induced charge on

the strips, and the induced charge dependence on cluster position (screening of the cathode charge •
by the anode wires). Effects from electronic noise, calibration uncertainty, and second tracks in the
chamber are also implemented. In tests conducted at BNL, good agreement was reached between

the simulation program and tile experimental data.

Our goal is to use this code as a basis for the simulation of CSC chambers in CMS to study
the momentum resolution and the effect of the Lorentz angle. This will lead us to determine the •

optimal design parameters of the final CSC system for CMS.

ii.) CSC Prototype

A small Cathode Strip Chamber prototype was designed and constructed in Dubna. It is being •

tested in the RD5 setup (H2 North are beam) to study the behaviour of the chamber in a strong

magnetic field.

The self supporting construction is based on a fiat panel, made of a sandwich of 18 mm thick

paper honeycomb with two skins of copper-clad printed boards 1.5 mm thick. Cathode strips are
etched on one side of the panel. Readout strips have a 0.2 inch step, and are enclosed between two

intermediate (passive) strips. Four anode planes consisting of 30 um diameter goldplated Tungsen-
Rhenium wires, spaced by 2.5 mm, are placed at a distance of 2.5 mm from either cathode plane.

The sensitive area for position readout of the cathode strips, connected in 4 groups of 16 ctrips
each, is 335 ram. The sensitive area for the time read out of tile anode wires, joined in 8 groups
of 22 wires each, is 440 mm. The readout system of the anode wires and of the cathode strips has •

been developed in Dubna. The strip readout consists of preamplifiers, amplifiers, shapers ( 2 us),
track-and-hold circuits, muliplexer and one multi-hit ADC with memory for all strips. The anode

readout consists of preamplifiers based on the "Garantia" hybride chips (designed in Russia) and

standard NIM units (Constant Fraction Discriminator) for time measurements. A gas mixture of

Ar-CO2-CF4 is used. The influence on the spatial and time resolution of an orthogonal magnetic •
field up to 3 Tesla is being studied, using cosmic rays, in the RD5 setup. Complementary to this we

are studying the position resolution of this prototypr using a muon beam with momenta ranging

from 100 to 300 GeV/c. We plan to build a small prototype of a CSC at UCLA in the near future.

t
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PROGRESS REPORT
Q

Task K

Institution: University of California Los Angeles
Department of Physics

• 405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1547

Q DOE Grant No: DE-FG03-91ER40662

Title of Task: Adminstrative Core

Task Manager: WilliamSlater _3;:m-_ __..._-

Q Professional Staff: J. Kolonko, M. Laraneta

This task is responsibile for providing administrative and staff support
services to the HEP group at large, for providing general support to the

Q UCLA HEP common computing facility, and for helping organize and assist
with conferences, symposiums and workshops hosted by the UCLA HEP
group.

.In last year's report for Task K, we described the HEP workstation clus-

Q ter consisting of seven VAXstation 4000/60 (at 12 MIPS), three VAXstation
3100/76 (at 7.6 MIPS), six Gbyte of SCSI disk storage and five Exabyte 8200
8 mm, 2Gbyte tape drives. At that time we outlined an upgrade path for
1992-1993 which has largely been carried out. Six of the seven VAXstations
were upgraded from model 60 to model 90 (33MIPS) and the CDF group has

• added an additional 8 Gbytes of disk storage to keep large local data files.
Our total CPU power is now approximately 240 MIPS (about double that of
1 year ago) and the disk storage is up by more than 50 percent, though not
all of it is accessible to all users. However, the CDF group load on the other
disks is not as large as it would have been without their restricted disks, so

• the whole user community has benefitted indirectly nevertheless. To fund
these upgrades we pooled the $25k in Task K with traditional maintenance
funds in the various experimental tasks.

Our gamble of spending all possible maintenance funds for additional

• hardware has mostly been successful; the only troublesome problem is the

O
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Exabyte 8200 tape drives which are not very robust. At the time of their
purchase they were the medium of choice for data exchange among all our •
users. In the coming year we plan to rectify the tape problem by replacing
some of the 8200 drives (rather than any further attempts at repair) with
8500's which have been adopted at FNAL for the same reason. Furthermore,
without the new 8500 tape drives the CDF group cannot read their new data
tapes. As yet, no other mass storage technology has become popular iu any •
of the experiments with which our groups are affiliated.

Since we need to maintain backward compatibility with existing soft-
ware and data the VAXstation cluster will be kept for the foreseeable future.
As far as new hardware is concerned, the different tasks to some extent have •
different needs. The CDF task will have very large volumes of data which
they would like to access directly. It is not practical to keep tapes continu-
ously mounted for single users. The KTeV group is expected more and more
to need connectivity with UNIX systems. FNAL has moved strongly in that
direction, as have most of the collaborators. Task D has made some inroads •
by acquiring a Sun Sparcstation and porting the GEANT software to it.

Graphics output is needed by more of our users than have it today.
Besides the VAXstations, we have X-windows terminals by NCD, Macintosh
computers and SUN workstations connected to our cluster over the ethernet; •
most of these now can run windowing software. While these steps solve the
immediate problem of accessibility for some users now, they add nothing to
the general power of the cluster. Some of these machines are not particularly
low cost, nor are they trivial to set up and maintain. These activities also
add to the load on the local ethernet and the 10 megabit/second bandwidth •
will soon become a bottleneck.

Finally it is necessary either to keep some pace with current processor
developments or else to fall behind and become obsolete• All the new proces-
sors are heading toward 64-bit wordlength with the ability to address directly •
very large memory arrays, as well as the ability to do what is now double
precision arithmetic as a default.

The upgrades that we will aim toward are: (1) solve the tape prob-

lem, (2) attack the local ethernet traffic problem, (3) make additional disk •
upgrades, and (4) expand the cluster.

There are several possible choices of new workstations, for example SUN
UNIX machines (the UCLA Physics Department default) or Silicon Graphics

machines (the apparent FNAL default). Another possible choice is the DEC •
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Alpha-AXP which is the only choice that can be configured to run either
• UNIX or VMS. The CPU power (greater than 100 MIPS) of one of these is

rated equivalent to three VS 4000/90's. Any new machines will be selected to
work on a new ethernet (10 times the existing bandwidth is the expectation
for "fast" ethernet, an alternative to FDDI at lower cost), but still as part
of our existing cluster.

O

During 1993, the UCLA HEP group organized three conferences. On
February 3-5, 1993 an international symposium was held in Santa Monica.
The symposium was entitled "30 Years of Neutral Currents from Weak Neu-
tral Currents to the W and the Z and Beyond". The proceedings for this

a symposium are currently in press as part of the AIP conference series. On
April 1, 1993 a meeting was held with industrial and national laboratory
partners to discuss ways of generating a new scientific initiative for instal-
lation in the Science and Technology Research Building being built on the
UCLA Southwest Campus. Concepts for an asymmetric flavGr factory was

• discussed at a one day conference hosted by UCLA on April 2, 1993. The
agenda for both of the 1 day meetings follow this report. On February 16-
18, 1994, UCLA will host a symposium entitled "Critique of the Sources of
Dark Matter in the Universe". Topics include candidates - SUSY particles,
axions, black holes/MACHOS, mixed dark matter models, massive neutrinos

Q and dark baryons, searches for dark matter (direct, indirect, at accelerators)
and constraints (electrowcak parameters, astrophysical, cosmological, etc.)

O

O
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES •

CENTER FOR ADVANCED ACCELERATORS

Agenda

National Laboratory/University/Industry Consortium Meeting •

UCLA Faculty Center

April 1, 1993 Q

1:30- 1:35 Welcome K. Patel
UCLA

1:35- 1:55 Overview of CAA D. Cline

Goals and Flavor Factory Studies UCLA S

1:55-2:10 The SouthWest Campus J.Kolonko

BuildingCAA UCLA

2:10 - 2:30 Phase Conjugate X-Band H. Fetterrnan Q i
Microwave Concepts UCLA

2:30 - 2:45 Possible Move of an IR FEL R. Cooper

and Uses LANL/UCLA Q

2:45 - 3:05 Possible Move of the W. Gabella

SXLS Storage Ring for UCLA
Beam- Beam Studies and Lithography

O
3:05- 3:20 Coffee Break

3:20 - 3:40 X-Band Klystron C. Nantista
Development for High UCLA

Gradient Compact Accelerators •

3:40 - 4:00 Advanced Biomedical and Particle M. Atac

Imaging Techniques (VLP C's etc.) FNAL / UCLA

4:00 - 4:15 Laboratory Connections W. Barletta Q
LBL/UCLA

4:15-5:00 Comments fromIndustrial

Members and Discussion

e

405 HILGARDAVENUE LOSANGELES,CAUFORNIA90024-1547 PH:213-825-4649 FAX:213-206-1091 DECNET:CAA::UCLAHEP



$ UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
CENTER FOR ADVANCED ACCELERATORS

DEPARTMENTOF PHY51C_

ASYMMETRIC FLAVOR FACTORY CONCEPTS

UCLA Faculty Center
O

(Hacienda Room)

April 2, 1993

• AGENDA

CHAIRMAN:
M. Atac
UCLA/Fermilab

• 10:00- 10:30 Physics at Asymmetric R. Peccei
Phi Factories UCLA

10:30- 11:00 Use of Asymmetric Phi D. Cline
Factories to Test CPT UCLA

I Invariance

11:00 - 11:30 Isospin Bre i the J.L. Lucio M.
Decav ¢ --, I,, _ndK°I-<° Univ. de Guanajuato

• 11:30 - 12:00 Studies of a Linac-Ring B. Norum
B-Factory Univ. Virginia

12:00- '.:00 Hosted Lunch

CHAIRMAN
• C. Pellegrini

UCLA

1:00- 1:30 Beam- B(mm Interaction W. Gabella
Considerations for UCLA

• Asymmetric Colliders

1:30- 2:00 High Power X-Band C. Nantista
Sources UCLA

2:00- 2:30 Particle Detector M. Atac
• Considerations Fermil ab/U CLA

2:30- 3:00 Contributed Talks

3:00- 3:30 Summary Discussion
O



I




